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LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO,

VOL. XXIV.
both of the engineers who visited the
location made very careful investiga
tion and both are delighted with the
outlook, it can be argued that the

THE RESERVOIR

Will Study Great Shakes.
BERLIN, July 24. At the invitation
of the German government a conference with the object of forming an
International Seismic association opened at Strasburg today and will con
Dele
tinue until next Wednesday.
gates are in attendance from nearly all
the countries of Europe.

Sapello.

FAVORABLE

OUTLOOK

All ALERT

Strong Report to the
partment.

I

De-

J

EXCEPTIONAL

ADVANTAGES

Engineer A. P. Davis, who has
charge of the government enterprises
looking toward the reclamation of the
arid west is most enthusiastic regarding the conditions on the Sapello and
Galllnaa for a big reservoir.
The gentleman, accompanied by Dr.
J. H. Cunningham, Attorney Chas.
Spiess and Mr. D. C. Winters, spent
all day yesterday looking; over the
Sapello country. The day before he
visited the Gallinas. Mr. Davis is so
favorably impressed with the advantages of the location so long advocated by Las Vegans for a reservoir that,
he doesn't conceal the fact that his report to the interior department will
be wholly favorable.
Into a great basin almost surrounded by the hills the flood waters of the
two perennial streams may be led at
comparatively small coat: Both Mr.
Davis and Engineer Read who made

A Visit by Night.

ROME, July 24. Interesting personal stories about Leo XIII. continue
to fill the press and form a staple of
conversation among all classes. Here
is one that whether or not it be true,
is none the less interesting. As has
been frequently stated, he is supposed never to have left the Vatican
since the conclave made him pope;
but from a very good authority there
emanates a story to the effect that
once by night, In the disguise of an
ordinary priest, he drove In a common cab through the capital of "the
usurper" to a Place where a brother
of his, who was a cardinal, lay dying.
A woman who noticed the priest get
the preliminary investigation are out
of the cab swore that it was the
Strongly in favor of reservoir sites
pope she saw. Next day the cardinal,
which admit of the diversion of the
his brother, lay dead.
water. This obviates the 'serious difo
ficulty of the filling up of dams and
"Old Home Week."
canals by alluvial deposits, and altoBOSTON, Mass., July 24. Great
gether gives much better results.
bonfires blaze forth from every hill in
The government engineers are ex- Massachusetts
tonight, Bending forth
tremely anxious to make the first res- a welcome home to thousands of reervoir locations in places where the
turning sons and daughters of the Old
most satisfactory results will be as- Bay State. ' Tomorrow the
good housesured.
A single failure while the wives will bake plee and cakes of ua-- .
work Is being done under the reclama- usual dimensions, the best "yellow-legs- "
tion act is still in the experimental
in the barn-yarwill go to
stage will arouse the active opposi- slaughter and the larders will fairly
tion of the many enemies of the irri- groan with good things prepared for
gation legislation, in congress, and1 the feast. Sunday pastors and people
render uncertain the perpetuation of in every hamlet and city will join In
the policy so wisely begun. It is union religious services, the theme of
certain that, while the engineers have the sermons being old home week,
the most optimistic opinions of what which will be held during the coming
may be done to reclaim fallow lands week throughout the state. The festialong the Rio Grande, eventually, that val this year, according to the advices
the first selection will not be made received from all over the state, will
along that treacherous stream. The far surpass that held last year. The
Rio Grande presents problems that the list of cities and towns that have preengineers admit have not been satis- pared Bpecial celebrations exceeds one
factorily solved. No modern irriga- hundred, among them being Danvers,
tion enterprise has ever been tested Melrose, Weymouth, Northfleld, SandPlymouth,
The adequate disposition of wich, Hull, Haverhill,
there.
the Immense quantities of silt carried South Hadley and Amherst.
in the turbid waters cannot be countFor Gordon Bennett Trophy.
ed upon as a certainty. Had the EleR. I., July 24. The
irNEWPORT,
or
built
the
dam
been
Butte
phant
'race for Gordon Bennett international
rigation system above Albuquerque
been constructed, the problems might trophy for steam yachts, which takes
have been solved.
The engineers, place off Newport this afternoon, is atadmit
that they cannot af- tracting no end of attention among
however,
This is due
ford to experiment with the first gov- the sporting enthusiasts.
partly to the novelty of the contest
ernment enterprise
The elimination of the Rio Grand and also to the large number and promen- makes the chances of the construction inence of the entries. While the
j tries
score
several
boats
number
tbe
of the Las Vegas reservoir considera'that are supposed to stnn? the oest
bly brighter. Already the water (n
ti carr;;:ii .': U,a ! onora are
the Pecos valley has been developed
,i, Gould' ncv
yacht
have
a
scale.
on large
The engineers
J. I"erpo.; .
Lmerald,
.4n's Corpractically admitted that no place vis- snir, H. H.
Rogers' Kt, A.ah, W. K.
ited combines so many advantages
Vanderbllt's Valiant, Clarence H. Mac-- .
and assures such complete success as
Uj s Colonla is ; W. 5. Lt J's Noma.
the location above tbe city.
The trophy, which is valued at
The fact that all the land needed
is called the Ly si strata Cup, and
as
sites
for the dam
and reservoir,
la named after Mr, Bennett's steam
well as right of way for ditches will
yacht, probably the fastest ocean-goinbe placed at the disposal of the govpleasure craft in tbe world. Tbe
ernment by the grant commissioners, winner of
today's race will receive
is a most Important feature. Proba- 2,500 in cash in addition to the cup.
bly In no other part of the territory
o
can such assurance be given.
Natal
Utah's
Day.
At least tweuty4ve thousand acres
SALT LAKE CITT, Utah, July 24.
most
qualiof land of the
promising
This is a day that always fills the
ty can be brought under ditch. If as minds of the people of Utah with incost
of
the
Mr. Davis estimates, the
teresting reveries, as lt marks the anreservoir, dams and ditches will be niversary of that day when, in 1847,
reneach
acre
cost
for
$300,000, the
the Pioneers, after a march of great
dered fruitful will be $12. The value
privation across tbe desert, reached
of the improved land should be from the land that was destined to be their
sixty to a hundred dollars an acre. home. The day was observed in Salt
Where could money be expended to Lake as a
general holiday, stores and
better advantage?
offices being closed and many of the
It ls'proposed to divert the waters places decorated with flags and buntof the Gallinas at a point near Hot ing. In the Mormon meeting-houses- ,
Springs, lead the water by canal for a as has been the custom for years, speabort distance to the great natural cial exercises In commemoration of the
reservoir. The waters from the Sap- arrival of the pioneers were held and
ello can be diverted almost directly addresses delivered by speakers of
into the basin. From the fact that prominence.
;
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Will Make no Move Until

Oc-

tober, When Russia is Expected to Leave Manchuria.

.

the body of the saint, who died a hun-dred years ago, was in exactly the
same state as when it was put into the
coffin. The czar, who has always had
a partiality for the saint, contributed
a large sum to make the glorification

!

j

TIE

NEXT POPE

a magnificent spectacle, and had a
gorgeous coffin of gold and precious Looks Like it Might be Kam-po- la
stones made, while the czarina made
or (iolli, Who Will
splendid coverings for the coffin with
her own hands, working precious
Continue Leo's Policy.
stones into them.
Advices from Moscow state that
preparations for the glorifleatiuu have
been completed on a scale Of extraor- CROWDS
IN
dinary splendor. A railroad has been
specially constructed to CArry the imperial party to the scene of the ceremonies, and hotels, boarding houses Report that liody Is Likely to
and barracks have been built In the
Ite Buried Cautt Hush to
surrounding desert. For several weeks
St. IVtcru
thousands of pilgrims have been pourinto
from
the
every part
ing
place
of the empire and strong bodies of
troops have been gathered to keep j INTERMENT TO BE SATURDAY
the crowds in check. Extraordinary)
precautions have been taken to insure
the safety of the czar ana crarina.
The Interval between the arrival of
the imperial party and the beginning ' ROME, July 24. The nearer the
of the ceremonies will be passed by conclave approaches the more two
the ctar in prayer and fasting In pre- distinct tendencies are shown In the
sacred college, especially among carparation for the occasion.
-dinals of the Curia, that is to say
O
those
living in Rome. These two tenIn
Dalhart.
Excitement
dencies
spring from the personality
reat
DALHART, Tex., July
of Cardinal Rompolla as the great
excitement prevails in Dalhart on ac- j
struggle continues to be in favor or
count of the late developments In rail- against him. If Rampolla finds that
road circles.
Confidence has again ln tne flr8t balIot he nM
n.
been restored and several new feat-- f ble number of votes he will try again,
ures introduced that makes it perpet- - If he has a few votes and one of his
ual. The late Texas legislature in- - opponents has many ho will renounce
troduced and passed certain laws, one h'8 cbance ani ne and a" hl ,rlenfis
will support Cardinal
with
Gottl,
of which, it was generally expected
?
.
whom he now has come to some such
by many would result ln the removal agTeement, and an
attempt will be
of the Rock Island general offices at made to raise Gottl to the supreme
Dalhart to Ft, Worth. Following close office with Rampolla as an ally. This
(
upon the passage of this bill came the would mean the maintenance of Pope
information that the Choctaw ft Gulf Uo-policy on exactly the same lines
would put in a cut-of-t
between Amaril-- and entrusted to the same men.
lo and Tucumcarl. a distance of 124
ROME, July 24.-- The
report gener-milewhereby all through business aUy cIrcu,atea-- that the
body of Pope
would find an outlet originating on the
n .h
f
line of that road south and southwest.
aecompog,tlon caugea great e,clte-I- t
was expected roundhouse,
.
main' mt hnt
MnlrMa, h
shops and necessary buildings would tne doctors

ROME

JONES

DISAPPEARS

To Launch Big Steamship.
CAMDEN, N. J., July 24. Arrangements have been completed at the Self-Co-n
feswKl Murderer Jone
yards of the New York Shipbuilding
Who Turned States Kvldence
company for tbe launching early in
lias Disappeared.
the coming week of the mammoth
Manchuria.
steamship
The vessel Is one of two being built
for the Pacific Mall Steamship com- DROWNED
IN SALT
LAKE.
pany. She is 625 feet long and is one
of the largest crafts ever built in this
country. Her sister ship, the Mongohas
LONDON, July 24. Japan
lia, being built at the same yards, will
in a few decided to adopt a policy of waiting
be ready for launching
and watching Russia, advocated by
months.

The Hydrogrnnlicr Will Make

FRIDAY,' EVENING, JULY 24, 1903.
1

Stances for the reservoir are very
bright

Engineer Davis Delighted with
the Conditiois on the

MO

AS VEGAS BAILY

nn."TnrjnjiTTi.
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Great Britain. In the meantime she
will urge China to carry out the assurances given the United States respecting Manchuria, and will endeavor
to obtain the opening of additional
ports." At tbe Japanese legation here
the following statement was made
by an official to the associated press:
"I can assure you that the talk of
war between Russia and Japan is an
invention. Japan has not the least intention of taking that course. She
proposes to wait and maintain her attitude of watchfulness.
Japan and
America are acting on the same lines
and it would be difficult for any other
power to withstand the pressure they
and Great Britain could apply."
It Is said that Japan Intends to do
nothing until October, when the final
evacuation of Manchuria must occur.
The failure of Russia to withdraw
from Manchuria would be followed by
a serious move on the part of Japan.
o

Reports of Revolution Unfounded.
VIENNA, July 24. The reports that
a revolution has broken out in Bulgaria and. Prince Ferdinand has fled
are semiofficially characterized here
as unfounded.
It Is explained that
--

stny ltn
pie mnm ai r --at vm
death of Prince Ferdinand's father and
that the Immediate object of his present journey is to visit the grave at
Coburn which is his annual custom.
BELGRADE, July 24. Prince Ferdinand, accompanied by his children,
passed through this city on his way
to Vienna. The report was that a revolution had broken out In Bulgaria and
that Prince Ferdinand on the advice
of his ministry had fled to Belgrade.

Great Fetes at Fumes.
BRUSSELS', July 24. The fetes to
be held at Furnes next week to
the fathe establish-awtc- !
mous 'Troceslon of Penane," promises to be of a unique description.
The
procesion represents the life and
death of Jesus Christ, and is one of
the last remaining Christian mysteries.
Great competition has taken
place among tbe inhabitants of Furnes
to play a part in the historical representation of the Savior's life. Nothing has been changed in the arrangement of the procession, which remains today what it was centuries ago.
The procession itself is formed In
the quaint church of Saint Walburge.
Outside the horses of the Roman soldiery may be seen prancing about,
while Mary .seated on an ass, is awaiting the start for the flight into Egypt
Then, and this is the most curious
part of the procession, the penitents
follow, dragging after them carts with
the Stable of Bethlehem, the Holy
Sepulchre, the Resurrection, and the
Ascension, followed by a long line of
girls with white veils.
rosy-cheeke-d

President Returns To Saglmore.
SAYVILLE, L. I., July 24. President Roosevelt started from his uncle's borne for Sagimore Hill at 4
o'clock this morning. He was on
horseback and was accompanied by
his son and nephews.

"-

24,-G-

BIG PACKING HOUSE FIRE.

1

s,

rn

24.
Two
Ills., July
buildings of the Omaha Packing com
pany at Lumber and Halstead streets
were practically destroyed by fire today. Loss $500,000.
It is bolieved
the fire resulted from spontaneous
combustion in the lard refining plajfi.
The refining plant was consumed and
the flames spread to an eight-storbrick warehouse containing quantities
of lard and 16 million pounds of
pork, most of which were destroyed.

CHICAGO,

"Young Corbett" vs. Maynartf.
PHILADLPHIA, July 24. The Six.
round bout between "Young Corbett"
and Billy Maynard, which comes off
in Industrial hall tonight, will afford
an opportunity for the critics to judge
as to whether the excellent showing
Maynard made in his previous bout
with the champion was the result of
acldental circumstances or real pugi
listic ability co the part of the comparative unknown. The contest Is attracting more attention than any fight
pulled off ID Philadelphia for a long
time.
BOYS

EXECUTED

Two Kentucky

Youths Pay the
treme Penalty of tha Law.

Ex-

24.-C- laude

Wh..i..

1

'

I

f

h

nr
offices,

,46

not

mxU

Wand

tJXmJUSSS&
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m

i .v....o

erai
""""
been a day
there has
provinces took the first trains to
passed but additional force, increased
pay rolls, new buildings and equip-- . Kome wmctt resunea in tne garnering
ments have been put in use by that' a St Peters of a larger crowd than
at
wnerwise ine
yesieraay.
company at Dalhart. The construe-- .
cene was practically the same. The
tlon of the Amarlllo and Tucumcarl
branch that has been under progress work of the soldiers and police on
since early spring and so near com- - duty was more arduous owing to the
pleted and that the two former cities , burning sun and dust and struggle to
expected so much would wipe Dalhart enter the cathedral, the fainting of
from the map, has fallen by the
screaming of children and
side, all work on that line having hurrahs of the men. However, no
been permanently abandoned.
U is grave incident has so far been report-nothe general opinion by those best ' ed. Unless the unexpected occurs
and close to the powers that terment will take place Saturday
be, that several important deals have evening as originally arrangeJ.
been entered In to with a view to uti- .
a
llze the C, R. I. & P. line and Ft. W.
In Conference.
Hebrews
& D. C. lines in to Dalhart. The Frisco
niTTtunnn Mil Tnlv 54 A
line will tap the Rock Island up In
more
t
.
Kan as and use this line or ail its,
Jntere9t to
H(jbreWB
coast and Colorado and Utah bust-- ,
the Inteniatlonttl
c
ness to Dalhart, forming a junction'
,,
.
fc,
with the Denver road at this point,
will
and
Lake
Mountain
Park,
day at
f
and the Santa Fe
south of San-- continue
until next Friday. Various
Rosa again. The Santa Fe and Rock
matters relating to tbe Christian
Island will merge their interests bechurch
and the Jews wll be discussed.
tween Hutchison, Kans., and Santa
Th. .uunl nnnltlnn f Tarsal amnnir
.
N.
Rosa,
M., interchanging the pas-1.will be brought out, and
I the nations
bos ness. over this
senger and freight
7
other important topics on Isra-UnThe latest report now touch ng ' many
,7
Zionism
on the abandonment of the Tucum- - I el, the Bible and Palestine,
movements
of the
other
Jewish
cut-of-f
is to tbe effectJand
will be discussed.
The
present
day
the C, R. I. ft P. have secured con- first part of the conference is to be
- W.
trol
C. lines between
devoted to general addresses by
-Texallnl, Tex., and the .
Christian and Gentile Christ , an
Colorado Southern between Texallnl
m,n Bter'
and Denver. While these reports of
Md,
he
the control ot tbe above named I.ne.
01 form,n
unl0n of Hebrew
Rock
the
Island
by
have been ln clrculation for a long time, little ere- - cbrl8tlaM;
Among the speakers to be heard are
dence was placed in them until the
L nC,k
'
Ch'Ca5'
abandonment of construction on th.
Tucumcarl branch. In fact such a Pa,,mer'
?erlntendt of the Penn-mn- v
Knv
!y'van Wbto Institute; Prof. I. J.
;

.

,

ers In hand demanded that the old
gentleman produce his money.
Asa Chlnn, the son, heard the noise
and made hla way to the door of his
parent's room when one ot the bur
glars began shooting. Asa also opened fire. The elder Chlnn was shot
through the body. The boys then ran
from tbe room over tbe form of Asa
Chlnn, who also bad been shot and
was lying on the floor. The boys were
captured a few days later near here.
O'Brien was eighteen years of age
and Earl Whitney, one year his senior.

J

TTrtatlrf
,'a

0RCERS
REBEL
GEN. GOMEZ
REPORTS
LION
CRUSHED 1,500 MEN
KILLED OR WOUNDED ON
BOTH SIDES.

cut-of-

'

,..,..
i.i.r-

in

Many Officers of Revolutionists

Killed

or Captured.

e.

CARACAS,
July 24. Order bas
been
at Cludad Bolivar.
The following Is a copy of the official telegrams sent by General Gomez, commander In chief of the Venezuelan forces, who captured Cludad:
"To President Castro, reporting the
events:
"On Sunday, July 8th, the enemy
opened fire on our lines. After CO
hours of deadly struggle, we
pled the city. The result of our vic'Inspecting the
tory Is as follows:
battlefield we found more than 1,500
men killed or wounded on both sides '
I
- ",a
m "vw or
W l rul-- Our side has to lament the death of
On tbe
w. S. Morehead of Xenia, O. Rev. Gen. Henrique Urdanetta.
Louis Meyer of Hopklnton, la., and side of the enemy, Gen. Arnello Val
Rev. 8. K. Brown of Easton, Pa.
bueno was killed and many other offio
cers were captured, Including 28 gen
SEQUEL TO PATRICK TRIAL.
erals, 60 colonels and many officers of
low rank. All the latter have been

"e

I.:
flL8
n.i, i.i.'

.T.

T

f
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High Class Railroad and Minor
Industrials Reach Lowest
Point in Their History.

Two Buildings of Omaha Packing
Company Destroyed.

LEXINGTON, Ky., July
O'Brien and Earle
Whitney,
boys
young ln years and whose faces indicated nothing of the criminal, were
hanged here at 8 o'clock this mornuj vi bi;vbu m Amanuo ana rucum-- carl, all of which had a tendency to!" Many VvX who had dec,ded to ing for the murder of A. B. Chlnn.
It was half past two on the morning
divert attention from Dalhart to the'ivlsit the cbapel
of ,ying ,n of October 12th, 1902, when O'Brien
PeterB
on
la8t
the
points. However, a sad gloom
ldln
wi hur and Whitney entered the home of A.
thu
now rests over that territory. In place
(

FULL III STOCKS

RALLIED NEAR NOON

"

sufficient to support such a stand and
tbe conclusion la thAt th
has secured that line and will use
the road to Dalhart, all of which pointing directly to Dalhart and the positive possession of the goods which Is
O"
nine points In law makes her future
bright.
Cxar to Glorify fit Seraphim,
Valet Jones, Who Confessed to Muro
ST. PETERSBURG, July 24 The
der of William Rice, Disappears.
Czar and Czarina, accompanied by a
.Th
King's "Command."
large number of members of the court
DUBLIN, July 24.-- Tho
festivities
NEW YORK, July 24. Detectives
and many ecclesiastics, are to arrive In connection with the visit ot the
tomorrow at the Desert of Sarow, king and queen In Dublin culminate
fro searching ln vain for Chas. F.
some distance from Moscow, where, tonight with a gala performance at the! lone who confessed to having cans- beginning next Thursday, there will Theatre Royal. For tbe performance ed the death of the Texas millionaire,
be held the glorification of St. Sera- of the play Mr. Tree and his entire Wra, Marsh Rice, whose valet he was.
phim, the founder of the Dlwejew company, together with scenery and Jones received Immunity for becom- monastery, which has become a place all accessories, have been brought ing state witness against Albert T.
of pilgrimage. The priests in the des from London by special train and Patrick, who was charged with killing
ert reported a few months ago that steamer.
V 1.
JJTJ Rice through the Instrumentality of
4

-

Jones. A year ago Jones was allowed
to return to Texas on the agreement
to keep the district attorney's office
Informed as to hla whereabouts. For a
while he did so. In Texas he met
only with scorn and after residing in
several cities he went to New Orleans
and finally his letters to New York
stopped. It became necessary to locate Jones in connection with the ap
peal of Patrick, but no trace of him
can be found.

NO. 221.

Brooklyn Transit and 8teel TniHt
Show Grcatefit Decline
On Market.
TWO FAILURES

ON

EXCHANGE

NEW YORK, July 24. Half a score
of stacks, some of them market leaders, established new records of present decline in the early trading on
the stock exchange today. These Included St. Paul, North Western,
h
pfd., Union Pacific, : Brooklyn
Transit, Colorado Fuel ft Rock Island
common. Special pressure was directed against the Brooklyn Transit, the
price of which fell.
Other minor Issues In the railway
and Industrial group reached prices
as low as any recorded In their his
tory. Further selling pressure was
shown In steel stocks.
NEW YORK, July 24.-- The
failure
Talbot J. Taylor ft Co., was
announced on the stock exchange.
Wa-bas-

NEW YORK, July 24.-- Tha
Ions;
continued decline in prices for securities on stock exchange resulted thla
afternoon in the announcement of
failure of two Important stock exchange brokerage firms. The first announcement was of the suspension of
W. L. Stowe ft Co., followed in
few momenta by news sensational to
the entire financial world that Talbot
J. Taylor ft Co., senior member ot
which Is a
of 3. R. Keeae
bad failed.
The firm of Stowe ft Co., was
son-in-la-

ha

of
the
atock.; The announcement
failure caused an Immediate decline
of 7 3 8 In the price of that stock.
Talbot 3, TaylQr ft Co. it has been
supposed, were long on Southern Pacific ever since the Inauguration of, a
bull movement by means of pool la
that stock more than a year ago by
Jas. R. Keene.
at a
Southern Pacific sold today
price of about fifty points below the
high record figure to which It was
put presumably through tbe bull manipulation of the Keene pool.
Then no dividend was declared on
Southern Pacific and the stock began
to decline. Mr. Keene began an effort
In the courts to prevent Union Pacific and the
Harriman syndicate
from continuing to exercise control of
the Southern Pacific.
Almost Immediately after tbe first
declines caused by the announcement
of failures there was a violent rally,
showing apparently that something of
the kind had been expected and that
these suspensions were what stock
speculators had been saying for some
time was causing the declines, namely, that there was something "hanging over" the market The firm of
Talbot 3. Taylor ft Co- - is composed, of
Talbot J. Taylor, James B. Taylor ft
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Foxhall Keene.
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NEW YORK, July 24. Another exciting day in the market One failure
Is announced and rumors of other.
Heavy liquidation ln stocks. All during the early part of tbe day were
sharp declines, In the better class
of stocks. The early loss was pretty
much regained before the close and
In facta few closed higher than yesterIs a very active market with
day,
a larger volume of mood buying than
for a long time past The atmosphere
should be cleared by It We feel that
tbe dividend paying railroads stocks
are low enough and should be bought
We need a much better Investment
set at liberty."
buying and more stocks should be
paid for and taken out of the steel
than for several years. Of course the
Deadlock Over Appropriation Bill.
DENVER, July 24. There is likely market will be nervous for a while,
to be a tie-uIn the legislature over but we think we have seen the worst
the amendments made to tbe appro- A favorable bank statement Is exTotal sales 1,3J,-80- 0.
priation bill by the senate. Republi- pected tomorrow.
cans of tbe house declare that they
will not agree to tbe senate amendNEW YORK, July 14. Money o
ment and If tbe upper house does not call firmer at I per cent Prime merrecede there are prospects of extend- cantile paper 5
per cent; silver
ed dcadlocl
64
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8
eg street aloe,
merchants kjre
the 'Boulevard; which has been In a
year oa acchaotic state for over
count ot the tunnel building, have
suffered losses at the rate of nearly
f 1,000,000 a year. Hundreds of houses
have been vacated on account ef the
noise and danger of blasting, J the
street In places is almost impassable
and is avoided by every one who can
take another, eo that the building of
the tunnel here is proving a rather
heroic treatment of the transportation ills.
"s
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THE-

First National Bank,
OF LAS VEGAS.

N. M.

CROCKETT BUILDING. SIXTH STREET

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
A. B. SMITH,
Vice-Preside-

13.
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JOHN YORK'S
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New York probably has the largest
E. D. RAYNOLDS, Cashier
list of depositors in savings banks
of any city in the country.
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, Ass't Cashier
Of the 2,250,000 people in the state
JUST IN
who put their money in the savings
A GENERAL BAMIAG BLSIMSS TRANSACTED;
banks, 1,500,000 are in New York.
Bankers are authority for the state
LMERESTlPAID OX TIKE DEPOSITS
ment that since July 1, however, the
withdrawal of deposits has been larger
than for many years. One reason for
ISSUE DOMESTIC AND F0RE1GNCEXCHANGE
this Is said to be the number of
MROCERS.
sum
on
this
have
that
been
strikes
BUTCHERS tad BAKERJ.
mer; another Is that the tow price of
in comparison with whom the Mexi
THE Y. M. C. A.
stocks has tempted many of the decan young man will twice as readily
LETTER.
NEW YORK STOCK
positors to take their money from
For Those Who Ex avail himself ot the association privsavings banks where they get only 3 Some Statistics
ilege. Further, the above named as
Doubts of Las Vegas' Abil- 3 12 per cent and put it Into
or
press
81
weeks
24.
NEW YORK, July
sociations are in no sense railroad as
d-paying
securities.
to
Maintain
sethe Institution.
Ity
ago it M almost impossible to
sociations.' The Las Vegas associacure passage on Mr one of the out.
tion
upon the most conservative esthe
has
it
that
gubernatorial
Gossip
benefit
who
are
of those
For the
liners, to large
going
ot men competent to judge will
timate
of
doubtful of the ability of Las Vegas
were the crowds coin abroad (or bee is buzzing in the bonnet
hold In membership more
L.
Governor
continually
Timothy
to maintain a live,
Young
the spring vacation in Europe, but
Mr Woodruff is not con- Men's Christian Association the fol than a hundred railroad men. Own
Woodruff,
a
is
over
there
Is
and
now the rush
sidered a man of extraordinary capac- lowing statistics are given:
ing its own building this association
general complaint of the dullness of
v
will be freed from the heavy burden
is no I'mit to bitKenosha, Wis., with a population
business in this line. Shipping men ity, yet there
he
that
remembered
It
of
will
be
rent, and be able to offer attrac
two
of 12,500 has an association ot 468
lire suffering severely, the hut
tions to young men that could not be
desired the republic in nomi- members and 90
maintained
weeks having shown . falling off of creatly
juniors,
at the Phila- at an annual
nation for
offered in rented quarters. On a basis
expense of over $6,000.
fully ten percent ot the average num
a
been
He
has
convention.
300 members at $10 annually, and
Owns $30,000 building.
ber of steamships in this port, and for delphia
Pasadena, ot
United
50
the
for
candidate
standing
juniors at $5, the annual income
sorowe
ot
Cal population 10,000, has 340 mem
this reason can share the
Slates senate.
the passenger steamship people.
bers and 59 Juniors, annual expense would be $3,250. To this may be add
ed $1,250 to be derived annually from
$3,273. Does not own its building.
the rental of thirteen dormitories,
Archery, the sport so reminiscent ot
New York Is Improving as a sum111.,
has
8,000,
population,
Sterling,
Hood
Robin
and
"Merrle
at the very low rental of $8
England"
atthe
838 members and 25 Juniors, annual figuring
mering placo every year, and
are getting better aU the and Maid Marian, threatens to become expense, $2,335, Does not own its a month as an average for both
traction
club
rooms.
'
This
double and single
time. Tho theatre and hotel roof gar very popular here. An archery
,'
)
,
the building.
annex
to
ot
sort
a
be
as
to
known
the prospective annual Income
brings
den hat become a Joy. There are
6,Crawfordsvllle.
Ind., population
Manor Oolt club, with an
of the association to $4,500. to say
cooling drlnks.the summer vaudeville Huntington
C00, has 240 members and 60 Juniors,
wo
seventeen
of
Initial
of the help of a ladles' auxmembership
and the refreshing breezes from the
annual expense, $4,618, owns $31,000 nothing
men has been formed. The
and
men
men's subscriptions,
business
one's
iliary,
and
river
blowing through
bay
....
on building.
revenue to be derived from va
and
whiskers. Scores of families who for- club colors are Lincoln green and
Frankfort, Ky., populatlop, 10,000,
women will appear in
entertainment
sources,
merly went away every summer aow field days the
has 310 members and 16 Juniors, an rlous
men
in
of
the
and
color
that
sklrta
exhibitions, etc., etc. Throw
courses,
atay at home, taking little dally
own
Does
not
nual expense $1718.
away $1,000, leaving $3,500, and the
trains to the beach or up the drives on shooting coats of the same shade.
building.
com
own
association will have Its needs fully
sound, returning to their
8,700,
Owosso, Mich., population,
In the near future a seven-stormet. This amount will hire secretary,
fortable beds at night. This Is truo,
has 441 members, annual expense,
of course, only of people In moderate business house will stand on the pres $2,138. Does not own building.
physical director and Janitor and al
of tho "Boas" Tweed home on
low a thousand dollars a year for light
circumstances, for the Newport, Nar- - ent site
Mankato, Minn., population 11,000,
which is one ot the
and repairs.1 Comparisons might
heat
ragansett and Bar Harbor habitues Madison avenue,
An40
Juniors.
has 354 members and
microbe and most famous residences in the city
have been more fairly made with
have the
own
Does
not
$1,940.
nual
expense
a
to
sold
can't get out of It. The men who The property has Just been
places where combined city and rail
was from this old building.
have remained In town and sent their realty company. It
road' associations are maintained, as
10,000,
Carthage, Mo., population
with
families to tho seashore and country mansion that Tweed, disguised
Cleburne. Dennison and Tesarkana,
Annual expense,
wig and gold spectacles, escaped in has 198 members.
seem to be glad to be here.
where in each case the assooiaTex.,
it.300. Door not own bnlldlns.
,rlrastlnga, Neo., population 8.8W.
'"'"""'the dog days hare started the curb
thousand men, with an annual ex
Tweed let himself down from one of has 333 members and 71 Juniors, an a
summer wanderings
.
market off on
The
to exceed
$5,000.
penditure
Owns small
$2,367.
Down In Broad street, where the curb the rear wllndows and made his way nual expense,
above showing ought to be satisfacto
'
.
from
to
to
Florida
and
then
Spain,
building.
brokers hold their picturesque market,
and convincing to everybody.
Xenla, Ohio, population 9,000 has ry
the sun comes up behind the sky Cuba, whence he went from Florida,
one
was
from
he
28
and
annual
302
in
members
Spain
recognised
juniors,
piercing Broad Exchango building and
A bibulous man who speaks by the
expense, $2,000. Docs not own "build card says there is always room at the
.
the dealer wander here and there to of Nam's cartoons.
'
Ing.
keep in the shadow of the structure,
top after the foam has been blown
Much Interest Is centered In Mr. M.
In the afternoon the sun gets over be
6,700, off.
Coatesvlllo, Pa., population
;
hind the equally tall Johnson building Bruce, the new head of the republican has 275 members and 82 juniors, an'
People don't worry half as? much
and In the shadow of this the after-- county committee of New York, be nual expense $4,059. Owns $40,000 about what the Lord thinks of them
Is cause politicians are anxious to see building.
, noon market for stocks and bonds
as they do about what their neighbors
held. So accurate Is the markets in- - whether be will be able to harmonize
8,500. say of them. Chicago News.
Sewlckloy, Pa
population
. formation of tho
deepest shadows warring factions in the committee and has 295 members and 53 Juniors. An
that a case of sun stroke was never shake it from its lethargy as a cam nual expense, $3,889. Does not own
a)
known.
palgn factor. Mr. Bruce is a lawyer building.
BARBER SHOP.
.PARLOR
with offices In Wall street. He has
Palestine, Texas, population 8,800;
CENTER
STREET
Preliminary work for the construe done valuable service to the republi has 323 member, annual expense,
FIRST CLASS
tlon of an Island in New York Bay can party as a campaign speaker and $2,462. Does not own building.
between liberty nd Ellis Islands by has been regarded as one ot the best
The above are records of associathe government has been completed orators on the stump.
tions in small places taken at ranana the work of fining in the site
dom from all over the country. But,
marked out will be begun Immediate
In these days ot demoralisation In it is argued, that Las Vegas is a very
ly. The island wilt be 800 foot long security prices It would apear that In small place when the Mexican popuWholesale and Retail Dealer in
and BOO feet wide. On It will be built vestors nd capitalists who are fearful lation Is eliminated from the count,
HAY, CRAM AnD
reception hospital for contagious of the security outlookmlghtturnthelr and may not reasonably be compared
Uiseaset.
notice profitably to the hlppotamous with the above places. The truth Is
Security Stock and Poultry Food
market. Miss Murphy, the big hippo that Las Vega has the 'decided ad416 Grand Avenue.
There are persistent rumors afloat potamus In Central Park has just ad vantage of the above named places
that Mr. Lewis Nixon, formerly head ded a baby hippo to the menagerie, with their Polish, Bohemian adjuncts Veju Phone I4S. .i- - Colorado Phost 3 J
of Tammany Hall, will soon return to her eighth contribution to the'hoppothe Held of politics, and the report has tamus world, and as a full grown hip
led to the belief that be wil be a for po is worth 15000, an Investment In
midable candidate for the democratic Miss Murphy a few years ago would
mayoralty nomination. Tammany and have netted large returns.
Mr. Nixon did not agree very well Just
before he resigned the leadership of
Doctors n The Year 67.
the Wigwam and it U well known From the New York World.
mat Mr. Nixon would accept the Dr. J. F. Payne has Just completed
nomination under no other condition
bibliography of medicine in the An
than that with which he accepted the
ana Norman periods, a
leadership of the organisation, that work never before performed
with
is, that a policy of honesty and de any degree of adequatencss.
cency be adhered to sincerely. Mr.
In reporting to the Royal College of
Nixon was very popular with the" bet
Physicians the results of his Investi
ter element of Tammany Tlalt mem- gations, which reached as far back
bers and with independent democrats as A. D. 697. Dr.
Payne pointed out
when he was at the head of the
that in the earliest times the practice
of curing the sick was inseparable
from superstition.
For example, peo
The mosquito problom Is as widely
,
were assured that to partake of
ple
dlscuwed locally as Is the negro probon certain days meant death
lem nationally, the latest complaint goose
within a stipulated period.
from Long. Island and New Jersey
An herb called mandragora was
bout the wily gkeet Is that he it
much used, but as the "doctors" becaiiuilng the cows so much suffering
that they refuse io give milk. U Is lieved that to drag up the root by
band was fatal, one end of a rope was
stated that 'a number ot Long Island
secured to a dog's neck and the other
aalrymeo are compelled to wash
fastened to the plant Then fool
end
Selling
their cows twice a day with
mixture of carbolic acid and crude oil. " was held some distance! from the
Cigars
hungry animal, with the result that it
World
' The merchant who has a store on tugged at the rope and thus uprooted
TUBindittk .
the line of the subway these days la the desired herb.
Smok4r't
rttdion
considered an unlucky man. It is es.1
Avoid politicians who have a new
timated that property owners and
IV
peclflc for all Ills,

in warm weather when yon can ret perfect bread, toothaone
cakes and pastry delivered freah every day from
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KWOURUMT IK THE "WAMT" OOLUMH

E. G. MURPHEY,

WATERMELONS

Druggist

2$c per Pound.

'COMPANY

and

GRAAF &TAYWARD,

Bookseller.
Crockett Block

Sash, Doors, Builders Hardware

dividen-

Wall Papmr,

Sharwto-WK.'to-

Cupg

ambl-tk-na-

Las Vegas

Chaffin & Duncan,
Sixih Street, Between Grand ssd R. R. Avenue

ms'

Pmbtt, Varnishes, Enamels, Japa-La- o,
ClatsHia Rooftog, Tor, Felt,

traas-aUanU- o

HEADQUARTERS..
I

Papers.

..

.

B. F. PORSYTHE

ESTIMATES

FURtllOUED.

CO Props,

"Cnisiae

ssd Service
best to be had

,

A irent tor Green Rlver.Old
Grow,
Edgewood and Sherwood Kye
Wblskies. ........
Kansas City Steaks,
Fish and Oysters in Season

Sole
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Street.

COAL AMD WOOD.
PHONE
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LA8 VEGAS, M.
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Cold Bottles Pomery Sec.

' Humm's
Extra Dry.
Cor. KaUnaS Avenue aaS Ceater Street

-
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Mutual Life Iosoraoce

Dread and Pastrlas
WW.
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Onion
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Thecmly insurance company operating under a state law oi.
are, providing for extended insurance in case of lapse after three years. Has
given better results in settlement with living policy holders for premiums
paid thaa any other company.
:Upeath claims paid with the utmost promptness and dispatch. Write
any form of policy that may be wanted, and every policy contains the mos
liberal terms and best advantages.
non-forfe-
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LINCOLN AVENUE.
Door Bells, Annunciators,
Bnrgiar Alarms, and Private Tele- Bates.
M' Vhones at Reasonable
'
EXCHANGE RATCS)SW
Owes: Sad ner Annum. '
BssiMiHca: IIS oer Annum
Electric

mm
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G. II. ADAMS, Manager,

New

mm, n. m

If exloo Arizona and Northwest

Texas,.

PHOENIX, ARIZONA
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SHOE for Women

P. F. NOLAN

PRICE:$3.50 for shoes.
$3.00 for Oxfords.

KTD

-

No Better ShoeJMade,
Few So Goo- d-

A

gio-saxo-n

rullyas Good as Any
hveyDollar Shoe.

Tho

They Smoke
in Citf&rland

II

Our Stock

Complete-Si- zes

2f to 71: Widths

1

to EE.
Every Pair of "ULTRAS"
Guaranteed to Give Satisfaction.

III

The Larfcrt
Crtnd of
in the

A

TRY A PAIR.
SOUTH
SIDE
.

"irisVi'Mati
w

PLAZA.

Eosenwald&Son,
SOLE AGEXTH.j

0

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC JULY 24, 1903
its lines northwesterly to Durango,
Colo., going through San Juan county,
New Mexico. It will be purely and
simply a home road and within a few
years will be to New Mexico what the
Denver and Rio Grande is now to
is
Fireman Gray
reported ailing. KColorado. ,The day for this cannot
;'
t ,
come
too soon. ,
a
on
off
plcntc.
Fireman Stephens is

"

P0&TBE BLOOD
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tlty yesterday returning

burg, where he spent several weeks
at his old home.

lo

Watttet, formerly of Silver City
who is braking out of Clifton on the
New Mexico and Arizona railroad,
met with, a, severe accident a few
days ago. In making a coupling his
land was caught . In. some way and
terribly
Although
ldly crushed.
crippled, the doctor thinks he can
save the fingers.
!

..

t.
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UVUTOSTOH,
only purifies, enriches and invigor"
OTOBOmOIA.
ates the blood, but at the same time
of the aoooMfal qm of
tones up the tired nerves and gives 0. Isi. know
S). la aaany cum. XI to ih boss
strength and vigor to the entire mooo. rmar on tho asarkot.
system.
vmox
For Chronic sores ana uicers,
BXOOV. AXJUM D. OAJTOW.
Catarrh, Rheumatism, Blood Poison,
a.
a.
oo4
U anqaosttonablf
Malaria, Anemia, Scrofula, Ecsema, bloodS.puriflor,
and tho boat tonic X
var aiod.
Psoriasis, Salt Rheum, Tetter, Acne
and such other diseases as are due to a
polluted or Impoverished condition of the blood, nothing acts so promptly
and effectually as 8. S. S. It counteracts and eradicates the germs
and poisons ; cleanses the system of all unhealthy accumulations and
soon restores the patient to health. Write us and our physicians will
give your case prompt attention without charge.
THE SWIFT SnUlflS UVmm AllMillM, VMm

general freight offices to Chicago was . Darn the Fly! Buy your killers at
alleged In this direction. The combi Gehrings' Hardware Store,
nation with the Rock Island would
LAND 8CR1P.
make the two systems, one of which
land scrip
use
of
the
By
Is now a trunk line proposition and
to government
the other a western,"a compact trans- title can be obtained
land without cultivation or residence
continental concern. To the preseut
thereon. AH you need to do Is to give
Island
be
would
of
Rock
the
mileage
and show the land to be
added nearly 2,500 miles In the Erie description
of 4the proper kind; we do the rest. By
system, and the Erie would give to reason of the exhaustion of the supply
the Rock Island a means of reaching which
has been quite limited the price
the Atlantic.
is advancing. We have a small amount
yet on hand to sell, that Is fully guarDoubtless the angola smile when anteed. We also deal In real estate,
they see a fisherman with a twenty-fiv- e loans and Investments.
dollar outfit yanking a
HUGO SEABURG,
sucker from the water.
Springer, N. M.

Oross

Richards Co., Tucumcarl, N. M.
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.HENRY
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&
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SIXTH STREET
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Optic Job Rooms...

A Welei'

Survey Made.
The reconnolssance preliminary to
a survey for the extension of the Santa Fe Central railway from Torrance,
Its southeastern terminus, to Roswell,
the principal town on the Pecoe Valley
ft Northeastern railroad In southeast
era New Mexico, has been made, says
the New Mexican. The extension will
be between ninety and 100 miles in
lenath and will be of easy and cheap
construction as It runs through a levIt will have no
el plains country.
rivers nor mountain ranges to cross,
and will need bridging of but few ar-royos or water courses. The speedy
construction of this line Is very prob
able. The Santa Fe Central railway
will also, in all probability, extend
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WM. CURTIS BAILEY,
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HAY

MEALS SECOND TO NONE IN THECiTY

X
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Aflthraeiw Ceal, Charaeai aaa '
'
, WaeeJ,

O Zl

MANAGER.

CRAIN

Try our Sunday Dinners.
AMERICAN

I

We make Special Bates to Single Parties and Families
end Board
LASS

VBGAS,

Viio'

FIRST CLASS SEHVICB,

PLAN,

.
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NEW MEXICO,
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Mill and Mining Maohtnery boil! and repaired,
Machine work
promptly done. AU kinds of Casting made. Agent lor Chandler
.
Taylor Oo.'s Engines, Boilers and Saw Mills, Webster and Union
. Gasoline Engines and
Best power for
Holsters, Pamptag Jsoks.
Pumping and Irrigating purposes. Mo smoke, no danger. Also the
Oall and see as. .
, Ideal and Sampson Windmills and Towers.
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LAS VEGAS IRON WORKS
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Booking Boom
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Invltationa
v
Catalog's
Blank Books '
Receipt Books
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SOFT COAL

Programs
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Latter Heads
Envelopes
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UmszzzxtO, in button effect with pendant.
C.ZzZz!ll0X3, in wheel and butterfly effect.
ZZZZZa, in gun metal effects.

Figure.
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in heavy silk effect.
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Con-merol-

GEO. E. ELLIS.
Proorlator and Owner.

Paris, France, has pronounced in favor of

li

.

Nan.
X Amorloan at Euroeeen Plan.

s

railroad with the nttlmate mlon of
the interests of the Erie and the Rock
Island was being discussed In railroad
circles. Purchases of Erie stock by
the Rockefellers and Marshall Field
and Norman B. Ream were considered
sufficient foundation for the story that
the combination li scheduled to take
place as soon as the finance of the
Erie and the conditions giving the
control to the voting trustees can be
arranged.. It Is, pointed out by those
who are Inclined to credit the latest
report that the two systems would
make a strong east and west line.
The recent movements by the Erie
management have Indicated that there
Is an appreciation of the importance
of strengthening the position of the
road la the west. The removal of the
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Sample Heom'for

Lovrge

Ortad
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riro Proof, Clootrlo Lighted,
X Steam Heated, Centrally Looatad.
Hatha and Sanitary Plumbing
ThrouSKout

F
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Prompt TiMe Serrke

S. K. HOOPER

PRINTING

'

S

CLAIRE

HOTEL
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Oonoral Paasangar and Ticket
Aaant. Danver, Colo, ..

C O It It E C T
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offer our $1.25 LADIES'
SHIRT WAISTS, - Special

WE

World

B. DAVIS.

isj
V

BRO,

Clearing Sale

.'

Local Aaant,
Santa Fa, N. M.

17,

THE BEST MEALS

The most direct line from New Mexico to all the principal cities
mining camps and agricultural districts In
Colorado, Utah, Nevada, Idaho, Montana, Oregon and Washington
Trains depart from Santa Fe, N. M, at 9 a. m. and arrive at 6:20
p. m. daily except Sunday, making connections wttn all through
east and west bound trains.
All Through - Trains carry the , latest pattern Pullman Standard
and ordinary sleeping oars, chair cars and perfect system of
t
Dining cars, service a la carte.
Pullman reservations made by telegraph npon application. For
' advertising matter, rates and further information apply to

J.

5

GRITES.

E.

SANTA
i

Denver tS Scenic
Grande
Ry. Co.
RipLine
tha
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vjq .;u.V".
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THE LEADERS OF DRY GOODS.

TIP-TO-P
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And tho Only Buclualvo Dry GoodarStore.

Vczsa Phono, 100
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Douglas Dallam, general agent of
the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe rail
road, served notice on the board of
trade of Kansas City to the effect
that the Santa Fe had declared an
embargo "against " the Missouri Pacific, Burlington, Wabash and Kansas
City Southern railroads. The notice
Is to the effect that the four lines
named are unable . to handle cars
promptly, making it necessary for the
Santa Fe to refuse delivery to these
lines until this situation can be remedied. Mr. Dallam Said this morning
that he had been given authority to
refuse all shipments of grain consigned to Kansas City, but he would not
issue the order until compelled to do
so to protect the Interests of the com
pany.

-

E. Us Vsgas, N. M.
"
J
Dear Sir:
;
You are the only agent we
will have In Las Vegas during
the present season,
Truly, ,
ALFRED PEATS
CO..
Prise Wall Papers.

;

WHOLESALE KERCH ANTS

The best known and most ootmlar blood Durifier

speaking of the
Slg Payroll
E. P. A 8. W.
the
business
of
general
General
railroad
Paymaster - Rouia
says: "The business of this road
forges ahead. The payroll upon this
trip is easily 145,000. The several departments continue to grow, and with
1
the steady Increase of the business
are
hi
enlarged
of the road the forces
the Choctaw
The payroll will .naturally ,
. on
Douglas.
Increase as the business increases. grade, received a message from W. R. 2
The volume of business Is growing Stubbs contracting company of St.
Louis to stop all work on the road that
. v,!Mi J in overv deDartment."
nothing more will likely be done this W
to govern themselves acThe Quay County Democrat In refer season and
The contractors claim
cordingly.
the
"on
work
that
ring to the fact
that they have not been treated right
Choctaw extension has been stopped
for some time and a meeting was held
and the commissioners have had to
in Kansas City, this week in which
raise the assessments, comforts itself
probably agreed to stop all work S
they
the
outlook
by
for the unpromising
for
the
present. Some of the leading
nhilosoDhy that man needs a set back
now In Chicago hold
.fcl1a w -remind them that contractors are
i
UHUO 1U a
with the Rock Island
a
conference
ing
man dlsDoses and God disposes. .: It
officials and It is hoped that they
Rock
looks very much as though the
arrange matters satisfactorily
Island oeoDle and the Quay county au might
and resume work. It Is rumored that
in
thorlties were doing the disposing
the new Santa Fe proposed route
,..
,K
the present instance.
through this section might have had
;
something to do with the matter.
'
An increase of 20 per cent In gross
nn.i 19 ner cent In net for the montn
Various explanations are being ad
of Mav is the showing that Canadian vanced regarding the recent order of
Pacific publishes this month. Officials the Rock Island company ., stopping
have no definite explanation to mane work on the Choctaw extension to Tu
at the increase in gross, neing cuu cumcarL. to said that the matter Is
tent to say that It arises from the fact
merely the result of a temporary dif
that the road Is carrying more freight ficulty between the contractors
j v. MaaAnaM than In lnf nrfr and the ooroitaoy
that the
vlous vears in its history. The in Intention
'"si
aaU"Iw"
crease to "mainly "from Toronto west
the Rock, Island In New
parallel
immiof
heavy
and shows, the effect
Mexico its responsible;' that the comgration, largely from the United pany to plsappolnted to the character
"
states,
of the country through which the road
to to rut, And there are other theories.
John F. Stevens, chief engineer of The real reason why the work has
the Rock bland, has issued an order been stopped to probably that the com
stopping the construction work upon pany la ehy of dlnero. The fact that
A m aril In
(hd iinA v.IMfH Wsaaii
the Rook Island road was mortgaged
Tex- - and TucvaearL N. M. The line
yesterday for $3.00,000 lenJs color to
spans the 114 miles between the Rock this assertion. No doubt when the
Island's main line to El Paao and the new bonds hare been Issued the work
terminus of the Choctaw, Oklahoma A will be resumed and the Choctaw exGulf railroad at Amarlllo. The Stubbs- - tension will be completed.
t
company of Kansas
i ea .fit
,i,
City have the contract "We haJ the
After the trie. A' ramor which
completed,"
work about
credits the Rockefeller Interest with
"We
Mr.
understand
don't
Flick.
said
a scheme to get control of the Erie
the purpose of the order.' ',
In

.

Journal-Democra-

;

(Imoorporatodm)

is S. S. S.
and tonic on the market y
There is hardly a man, woman or child in America who
Recently the Southern Pacific pur has not heard of "Sm 9. ?. for tkm blood," It is a standard remedy.
Engineer Gray is taking a brief lay chased
a number of large passenger a specific for all blood troubles ana unequalled as a general tonic ana
off.
roots
engines for service on the fast trains. appetizer. S. S. S. is guaranteed purely vegetable, the herbs and
of which it is composed are selected for their alterative and tonic prop
to
diffetaken
were
These
engines
Fireman Swank has reported for
making it the ideal retneay xor
rent points on the line in Arizona erties,
rmoM
all blood and skin diseases, as it not
duty.
OONOBIUBBKAX
and California, where they have been
used. A number of them, however,
docthe
Fireman Bates has joined
are in Tucson and It is said will be
tor's brigade.
"'
brought to El Paso for service be
tween there and Lordsburg, and will
'
Fireman Milam is on duty in the
take the place of the present small
cab once more.
, ;
engines that are being used in the
service out of that point.
passenger,
Engineer Stewart is again describ- The new
engines have four
mountain
on
curves
the
ing geometric
inch drivers, and are. calculated to
'
?
division.
x
make much better time than the prest,
ft.
;
...
ent engines.
docFireman Graham is still in the
"
'
,tl
tor's hands. He has been 111 since
HI
Day clerk at the round house,
S
Sunday.
Adair, and caller, Henry Engelbreth,
known as "Ike," have reThe trains frorn the north came in generally
a pleasant vacation spent
from
turned
late laBt evening, having been delayin
the
sights of Chicago. Adair
seeing
ed by a burned bridge near La Junta.
got back Monday and Engelbreth returned Tuesday night. The clerk had
Engineer Wright, the right Mr.
such a strenuous good time in the
He
himself
today.
Wright, is enjoying
metropolis that he will not be ready
to report for work for some days yet.
doesn't care to see
Jas. H. Smith, day machinist at the It is said that he
more large cities for awhile, as
any
to
be
soon
gladlocal shops
expects
at skyscrapers and the
dened by the arrival of his wife from rubbering up
of the
other exciting amusements
Chicago.
Windy City have completely done him
time being. The caller
E. L. Critchlow of the Santa Fe up for the
seems
be
m chipper as ever, and
to
Central offices passed through tti4
from Pitts- will resume his duties Saturday.
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The Industrial World Will Greatly
Miss the Brainy Conservative
"Chief."

PRESS COMMENTS.

ADDITIONAL TELEGRAPH.

Reducing Bankruptcy Business.
If some of our accoutants could tell
how the profit and losses stand as
readily as they can tell how the baseball teams stand, there would be less
business for the bankruptcy courts.
Augusta (Ga.) Chronicle.

Drowned in Salt Lake.
SALT LAKE CITY, Utah. July 24
Bruised from head to foot, bleeding
from a dozen cuts received from rocks,
and delirious from, his ail night buf
feting with the waves of the Great
Salt Lake, Rosyln Wells was found
this morning lying on the rocks about
100 feet from the shore of Antelope
Island. - The body of his companion,
Roy Larkin, has not yet been found.
Wells and Larkin with Well's sister- Miss Pemeroy, went in bathing
yesterday afternoon at Salt Air. They
waded far into the lake until deep
water was reached. Here they floated
for some time in the buoyant brine.
In the meantime a strong breeze bad
sprung up and when they attempted
to return, Larkin who was unable to
swim could make no headway. Miss
Pomeroy reached the pavilion after
long struggle, but when rescuing par
ties went in search of Wells and Lar-kin they were unable to find
any trace
or them. Wells suported Larkin all
night but finally becoming completejy
exhausted lost him. This is the first
drowning In the lake for several years,
Denver Murderer Claims Self Defense
DENVER. July 24.-- The
police de
clare that the shooting of Lewia E.
.
.
tri:
ouupson uy cnaries D. Segale last
night was a cold blooded attempt at
murder. Segalo who is a gambler ac
cuses tug wife of criminal Intimacy
with Simpson and last night shot
Simpson twice. Simpson was still
anve at noon today but can hardly
recover. Segale claims self defense,
but witnesses seem to bear out the
police that the murder was premedi
tated.

i
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Cost Not Considered !

g

From the New York Tribune.
The sudden death of Peter M. Ar
JAMES GRAHAM McNARV. Editor, thur has ended a career of more than
ordinary honor and usefulness. There
U n. ALLEN, Buslnsse Manager.
was probably no man of his time who
Entered at the jxutuffice at Lot Vegat had been longer or more consplcutrtond-damailer.
COST OF PERFUMERY'
ously identified with what Is called
Disinfecting fluid that costs 2 cents
organised labor. There was no one
Rate of Subscription.
who exercised influence over a more a gallon to manufacture has been sold
Important
werk.br
department of industry. to the city for 77 cents a gallon. Must
curler
por
Daily,
. .et
flail v. imt monin, uj carrier..
was
no one secured for his as- have got the idea from some of the
There
flail, oer no.itn. by mult.,...
.
SO)
mall.
.tirmnoaUu.
perfumery you notice on the street
Kujr, tli bkmiUm, bjr by
mat
.4 00 sociates and fellow laborers greater cars. St. Louis
ball,.one rrar, dw mail..
advantages and Improvements of con
..
149
Weekij UpUc pr Tea',
dition or who more fully commended
countliur-rootheir
confidence
and
to
affection. There
nbould report tbe
WRITING LITTLE IN MUCH.
mi Irregularity or Inattention on ths
was tnere ever such a carefully
of carrlen la Uie delivery of 1 oe optic. was no one who more scrupulousput
Newsdealers CM bar Tbe Optltj delivered ly avoided strikes, violence
and disingenuous writer as Grover Cleve
to any Prt of tbe city by the
to their
carriers. Order or complaint cm oe mule extravagant
who land? As evidence in a court of Jus
or
demands,
by telephone, portal, or In pereon.
more - uniformly
the tice bis letters would be fully as valu
enjoyed
47477
- of
able as the paper on which they are
The (Mls will not. under any circuit. - confidence
maintain
and
',
stance be rcapoaalbie for tbe return or fte
written.
He is the greatest exempli
T. A
amicable
relations
safe kernlnf of any rejected manuscript. So ed cordial and
WATOH INSPECTOR.
be made to tbtt rule, wloh reexceptionsiii--will
Ith employers of labor and capital fler of the art of writing little in much.
r Ui-- r
or eacloearea. No will
tard to
Che editor eater Into correspondence ooncovn
Cleveland Plain Deealer.
ists. Martin Irons an Eugene Debs,
lag rejected manner rlpt.
and others of like kidney,
flashed
through their meteoric and explosive
NOT UNLIKE THE FOURTH,
careers and vanished In smoke and
A Buddhist dignitary was
recently
FRIDAY EVENING, JULY i. 1903. evil odors. But "Chief" Arthur, who burled in
Japan, and the police attend
Owing- to the backward spring, our stock of Shoes and Hats and Caps is
preceded them in time, maintained ea tne runeral and made an official
than usual at this time so to clean up, we have cut prices deep. Now is thelarger
Judge Gantt announced bis candid the even tenor of his wiser way and report of the ceremonies, which must
time
to benefit by this clean-u- p
acy at a picnic, but he will find that long survived them, to pass away at nave been rather picturesque.
sale. DON'T WAIT.
The
In
that
Folk
a
job
defeating Joseph
last fuller of honors than of years.
report merely says: "Three hundred
lias very few picnic characteristics,
His death Is a grievous loss to la and eleven injured, seventy-fivfaintThe florco old Apache Geronimo hav- bor, to capital and to the whole peo ed, 121 thefts, 374 pickpockets captur-eJ- ,
1,921 articles loBt and seventy-nining Joined the Methodist church it ple. There was perhaps never a time
Men's $3.50 Box Calf and Vici Kid
Men's 75c and $1.00 Straw Hats-clea- n-up
must be conceded that "the world do when men of his type and such leader
people rescued from canals."
Shoes and Oxfords, the very latNew
York
Tribune.
more
and
influence
his
a
were
wars
sale price
are ship
move,'' and that the Iudlan
50q
est, all sizes and widths clean:,
Men's $1.50 Straw Hats clean-u- p
needed than they are 'now, and need
i, ... .,
fc,
probably ffwr.
:
ed by labor and capital alike. Or
$2. 75
up sale price
sale price.
SWAT HIM ANYWAY.
$1.00
The dukejpf Maribprough having
Vici
Ladies'
In need of Just such
Kid
$2
s.zes
is
labor
all
Men's $2.00 Straw Hats clean-u- p
Oxfords,
ganlzed
At
in
this season,
the interest of
been pp)lB(o unJorYecretary of
"
and widths clean-u- p sale price
$1. 60
sale price
state of the colonies, we shall now calm, conservative, unselfish leader humanity, It Is customary to announce
.$1.50
so that there are two kinds of
Oxas
Vici
which
be
so
Ladies'
and
that
Shoes
$2.50
Kid
WOMEN
and
ship
long
Men's
A88A88INATED.
$2.50 and $3.00 Straw Hats-clea- n-up
have another American girl as the
mosqui
exerted a leadership toes, tne culex and anopheles.
successfully
fords, all sizes and widths cleansale price
The
power behind the prone.
$2.00
that seeks not merely to get higher latter Is directly responsible for the Cowardly Murderer Fires Load of
sale
One
of
up
lot
50c Caps clean-u- p
..$2.00
Men's
If Groihwtfhf be caught walking
Misses' and Children's $1.00 and $1.25
Buckshot Under Cover of Night.
pay for work, but to make work wor- spread of the germs of malaria. The
sale
.
the floor In the late watches of the
ot higher pay. Employers of la former Is harmless and merely annoy
Canvas
Lace
thy
sizes
.
all
Shoes,
account
not
be on
of any' bor also have need of men whom
night, It will
LAKE CITY, Colo., July 24. While
clean-u- p
they ing. The difference between them can
sale price
73c
thing- Bryan It saying or doing, There
Mrs. Anna Bailey and Mrs. Mary
can respect and trust as they did him, be readily determined. While
Boys' $1.25 and $1.50 Canvas Shoes,
resting
lot of Infants Sl.00 red and
is a better explanation at hand.
and with whom they can negotiate on any surface the body and tall of Woods were driving to town last
all sizes clean-u- p sale price
75c
blue
Sandals, sizes
The Inventor ot the toy pistol, if he on reasonable terms Instead ot fight the anapheles are at an angle to the night some one fired a load of buck One lot Boys Tennis Shoes, broken
f)
clean-u- p
to
5
sale price - Q C
can be found, might be interviewed ing as with savages. The nation has surface, while the same parts of the shot at the two women which result
sizes sale price
25c
as to what he thinks of himself and need of men who will be, as he was, culex are at a parallel. Ot course, ed in the death of Mrs. Bailey, while
his invention since the returns from a force making for peace and not for hasty persons will continue to squash Mrs. Woods Is seriously Injured. Mrs,
the celebration of the Fourth came in. strife,' and tor friendship and coop- the innocent with the guilty, but Woods' husband has been arrested,
eration, between labor and capital thoughtful cltlsens who would not Yesterday he quarreled with his wife
For etory man like John Rosso, who
have the shadow of crime upon them in Mrs. Bailey's restaurant and they
rather than for chronic antagonism.
has drunk nothing weaker than beer
He has been taken away at a time win be careful to ascertain whether agreed to separate, Bailey
protests
for forty years, nd like the Michigan
when seemingly he can 111 be spared. the tormentor is a benign culex or a his innocence anj says he can prove
man who lived to eighty-nin- e
on near
baleful
anopheles. New York Tele- - an allbl.
Yet we, may hope that his example,
ly Ave thoinand cigars A year, there
Influence and his good works will gram.
his
kre tens of thousands of men who
Decided Against Claim.
wise policy
have bea wrecked body and mind by survive him, and that the
The United States Industrial Indian
LONDON. July 24. The committee
with which be was so long identified
liquor and excessive smoking.
will be maintained and will more and school In this city Is doing excellent on privileges of the house of Lords
Very
In
Out
It Is a simple work for the education of the Indian today decided against the claim of
Frisco, where a New York more widely prevail.
and Wm. Turnow, Thomas Poulett, Vis
merchants. Chinese wife was recently and reasonable policy. It amounts to youth. Its location la ideal,
oolOngs
and outrageously
detained, a Yale this that the employer has a right to suits the mountain and plains Indian count Hlnton the former organ grind
graduate, Teng Hwee Lee, has now manage his own business and to deter- of the Ilocky mountain states and er In the streets of London, to the
run foul of the deportation authorities. mine the rate of wages he can afford territories exactly. Here Indian pu- Earldom of Poulett and In favor of the
pils have the healthiest and best cli- late earl's son by later marriaee.
The Celestial Idea of a ruling intel to pay, and the worklngman has
on this continent and one which
mate
o
In
this
ligence
great country will be right to sell his labor where he pleas
For the most beautiful rooms In the
seriously unset In tbe course of a few es and to determine the rate at which keeps them vigorous and healthy.
more Instances.. .
he will sell It; and If there is any dls The management of the school under southwest, go to La Pension in the
iss-i- i
Professor Clinton J. Crandall is all Coore block.
That the fraternal order of Elks is agreement between the two, it Is like that can
be
has
and
possibly
desired,
to be overcome by friendly con
1
maintaining It
reputation as a lier
been very successful In every 'respect.
thoroughly charitable organisation is foronce and discussion than by fight Professor Crandall Is an
enthusiast
which
policy
evidenced bjr the fact that no less than lug. That was the
upon the question of Indian educa
1189,000 was expended for purely Chief Arthur preached and which
but his enthusiasm Is teniDered
charitable purposes during last year, be practiced, and Its triumph In the tkn.
H. W. Hoof, U. 0.,
with
hard, sound common sense,
good,
mem
best
will
be
the
besides large amounts raised for local Industrial world
a
very sensible
OSTEOPATHIC SURGEON
club houses, twfrfwrtTre national home orlal of his long and beneficent ca great experience, and
way of looking at everything connect
Graduate under the
reer.
for aged members of the order.
1
- GROCER.
Founder of the
ed with his duties. He Is the right
Or. A. X. Still,
The Australian postofflce has
at Klrkivlllo, Mo,
Our latest silver commission travel man In the right place. New Mex.I
ed a penny In the slot machine which lng abroad Is meeting with the expert can.
I treat all distaiCM mv sncdsliv X
does away with the need of stamps. euces of earlier commissions of the
thou of chronk character.
X
DAY AND NIGHT.
The coin being properly deposited, the kind. It is being politely llsteued to
a
W
a
la at
DIP TANKS
ALL SIZES
mm
umsunatiortf
examiiuliont
T X
letter is slipped into a slot and stamp at the ministries ot Europe and po- Could day demand a gift of night,
bm fcMMfy
Burnt'
frcci
ST
are'
,
In
ire
aae
m Man
inquirers
AnJ night the boon bestow,
cordially
The ordinary litely bowed out wlhtout further ado.
ed "one penny ,pald
adhesive stamps At! of course be re- First England, then France, and now 'Twould be that heaven of
OUtEY CtOOK,
Where dreams departed go.
tained for the convenience of those Germany have extended the glad hand
OVSB BTEARHg'.OROCBRY 8TORI
who wish to stamp their letters at and turned the deaf ear to all schemes
nouns:
of International action for maintaining Could night the gift demand, and day
pom.
llto? ep.m.
The benefit confer.
At other times by appointment.
ot exchange between gold
stability
Sir Consn Doyle takes "rank" as one and silver standard countries. As no 'Twould be, upon the twilight way,
llyom oaWf fbtaf
uocceaortoDr. Purvlance.
of the highest-paiwriters now at scheme Is offered or can be offered
A lengthened hour with her.
svjHf mmywrnmrm mi
m
work, since the Strand magatlne has which Is not
.
A.
TABB.
I
of
and
doubt
complicated
f,
bribed him to write six more Sherlock ful
no one can be sur
expediency,
Holmes stories at hvrate of $5,000 a
Following closely on the death of
prised that the commission proves to
the ahort lived Santa Fe Bulletin
story. Supposing thafthe stories aver- have started on a bootless Junket,
comes the announcement that another
age G.sOO words, thst Is pay at the
you'll
LIGHT.
tirmt jrtfsf nra? mot moo
The Cubsn Senate is promptly sat New Mexico dally paper has ceased to
fate of a dollar a word the Imsaln
COOL.
- aaa
mo
mmywhoro 0H0
auve can gei out ,moir fountain pens Ifylng all pending treaties with 4ne exist. The Roswell Journal has been
"
Haute- A AerreMertaa
mm1
mmytMmy yom
t'ntfed states, except the Piatt amend purchased by tbe Morning Record and
how' fast It counts ' up.
and
V Hip er Back.
Serene
mem treaty- It Is evidently walling lis puo ucai ion nag ceased.
I Keeaamn.Ba
ileraia
Not so
n
iui veaion. r
i In distant Egypt that extensive Ir at that point to see what the United long ago there were three daily papers
Merer stem.
Stoncrs
,
Cherry
THE SAFEST-- ' WAY
rigation Improvement, the Assouan States Intends to do respecting the 1n the Pecos 'valley, now there H
For SsvU by
taservoA.hes.
is
the
best.
Tbe modern bank check
emptied of itj thrr u4 oA. la
Parers
one, It ta possible thst with
Apple
has superseded oaeh in the settlement
winter's store of water for the first reciprocity treaty. Of course, there tion on
the part ot the business men
of accounts. .
,.
time. Results are iaost satisfactory Is no disposition here to
Fruit Presses
question the of that section, the Pecos valley can
This eliminates all channaa nt ...nr.
DRVGGIST
The area of cotton Is largely increas- good faith of this government. Still, maintain one
and"
disputes. Also danger of loss.
One Is
dally paper.
Wine Presses
Las Veffas Thone HI
ed and the success Df the summer the Cubans hsve seen
Now is the time to commence putenough to make certainly the limit.
ting by a competency for your future,
assured In the entire area them prefer to await the advent of
crops-IFood Choppers
If you have not already done
so.
E3TABU8HEO
U88.
to
inn
Copper
dam.
Officials
Cullinga.
say tbe substantial evidence.
tributary
e Tour account little or Urge.it
The crushing ot ore will commence
R.
Prea.
J.
expenditure on the dam Is fully Juswill
SMITH,
be
welcomed
by this bank.
Vegetable and
A farm on which 110.000,000 had on the Elliott mill on the Tecolote
'
tified,
V DENTIST V
Wholesale and Retail tlealcr In
been spent for developing
and Im- Monday, and a prominent merchant
Plaza Tnist & Saviors Baik,
Lard Presses
7 rnert raeAjrn aaetlanoM
Sir Frederick, tbe British surgeon, provements has
x
X
Las vgoas, n.
cmAN,
just been sold for a yesterday sold the first bill of blastwho has recently retired from prac-llc- LaoVgao.N. M Jarreasos Ratsolds. fremdent,
comparatively small sum. It was at ing material for blowing .out chunks
BrtdjaSf.
KTC.
WHtAT.
at the age of flfty.hasestabllslwd Crown Point. N. Y., and the "Improve..
Hsanas D. Mrs as.
Sauce Pans
of copper perforated mountain in that
Richest cats price
Haixbt Batsold. Cnahler.
, a record, for Great Britain at least, by ments" consist of the
uald for Millie Wheat
forts dating from district.
Colorado Heed Wheat fur Sale In Season
operating upon 1,000 esses of appen- the "French aud Indian" wars.
Preserving Kettles
Chas. Pettys has commenced haul
LAS VtOAS, N. M.
dicitis without a death. As was reThe annual catalog of the A. 4 M. ing ore for the Bonanza company to
Van Dyke brown and
cently tioted, he Is among those who
the Elliott reduction works and If tbe
detest the word "appendicitis"
be- college at Mesllla Tark has come to
white ware-- if it flakes
It yon want to gain flesn and fel
cause of its American origin, prefer- hand. It Is a good looking volume and stuff turns out well as he thinks it
wen
anna Macbetn water; pure,
X
or
return
Will
and
his company will find that it is
chips,
as is to be expected speaks well of
Steam ana
ring to stick to the oMfashtoned
sparkling,
refreshing, medicinal; de
not
ill
the
named.
institution.
Hot Water
get new piece.
Jytlflcd so many
llvered where you want it bjr Peter
George Butler baa visited the city
readefiiwtiin applied 1o the recent f
Haatlag.
General Miles may have felt a bit
188-t- i
Roth.
from Tecolote mining district and Jald
King. Edward. There were sore after his ninety mile rlJe, but
it
Done.
Is a quantity ot dynamite with which
1S.W "operations for this disease In was a different kind
Pittlnger baa Just reeelred a fine
of soreness from
to get out copper laden ore for tbe
ot Dicta re frame monld- Britain 1a 102, with JO per cent that he has been
eaeortaieat
Hardware
Co
Thompson
anop
getting from official new mill.
Inge and mats; also the latest patterns
eif recoveries.
Corner Serenth and Dong-laheadquarters,
Are.
na colorings m wau paper. 620
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Our entire Line of
Must go at a.ny price. We will need
the room for new fa.ll stock.

China Cups and Saucers,

25 Cents and Up

China Plates, from

25c to 95c

. -

- J

Jowcisr end Optician.
4.

Doula

S.F.

Avonuo.

-

Men's and Ladies' Shoes.

Mens Straw Hats.
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price........
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price........
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Yim!
I Watermelons 1
1

mil

I
Minimum I
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ON THE ROAD

Meal

Quick

Ranges
end tko Perfect
Challenge Refrigerators

I

Full Assortment Fishing Tackle
llammooks
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Variety
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star-delig-
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F.
J. GEIIRING - MASONIC TEMPLE,
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DIOZ

VTaH PaperS

rJooRE Lumber

CAR. LOAD
now

Art

to o seenpatterns
notExquisite
elsewhere.
large and oholoe variety;
complete sets for walls,
and borders.

I OSTEOPATHY
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Dr. D. M. Williams.
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H.E. VOGTtVCO.

S. R. Dearth
Undertaker and
Bmbalmer.

"perl-typhliti-
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Rep.lr.is
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Cut Flowers:...
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CLOSING

CONCERT.

A considerable
number
of Las
Vegans attended the concert given at
Buzzi
M. C. Boswell, Moberly, is registered the springs last nigbt by Chev.
3.
artist
musical
other
several
and
Pension.
at La
Buzzi
two
in
solos,
appeared
Signor
J. P. Earickson has gone to the capboth of which were finely rendered an.i
ital on business.
solo by
E. Spits of Albuquerque is in thi well received. A contralto
Miller
Miss
acceptible.
highly
proved
York.
New
on
his
way to
city
an unusually
W. E. Miller and family, El Piero, The young lady
well trained voice. Her stage
pleasing
Pension.
La
at
are
N. M.,
stopping
is graceful and prepensesFather A. Rabeyrolle of Santa Fe. appeswace
one
uibu m
ouui
sing.
appeal
rewho spent several days here, has
R.
T.
Both sustained
Blair.
Mr.
with
'
turned to the Ancient
with credit. Mr. Blair's
their
Jose B. Benavides and family of Al violin parts
John
solos were admirable.
buquerque are in the city visiting the Brunton who played a vldlld' Sold and
family of Domingo Hayes.
to an encore received an
Miss Elizabeth Taylor and Miss responded
which spoke quite as highly
ovation
AlbuCosgrove, young ladies from
of his personal popularity as for his
querque are here to fpond" couple skill with the bow
:lf
of weeks.
The accompanists of the evening
Dr. W. R. Tipton, medical superin were Edward
Grunsfeld, an unusually
tendent of the Territorial insane hos brilliant pianist, and talented Miss
pital has gone to Santa Fe on official Katie Stapp. Last evening's affair was
business.
the close of a pleasant series of con
Attorney Chas. Springer of Springer certs given at the springs.
The
passed through the city this after street car arrangements last night
noon, returning home from a visit to were excellent.
The cars left the
Santa Fe.
city exactly on schedule and on the
James Abercrombie, whose family is return departed for the city just at
a living protest against race suicide ten. Enough cars were sent up to
is in the city on a
accommodate the crowd comfortably.
business trip.
The good service last night promises
At the New Optic are: E. W. Low- well for those who expect to go to the
land and wife, Redwood, N. Y.; Max Fraternal union ball this evening,
M. Weber, Topeka; L. P. Adamson,
Normal band meeting this evening.
San Antonio, Texas.
Hnn Fell Martinez Is exDected in
Next Thursday afternoon, the Meth
th cltv from the Pass City in a day
or two to inspect the progress of the "st Sunday school will picnic in that
delightful spot where art and nature
new L Vos building.
H. C. Avis, the representative of combine so many rare charms. The
the Brown Shoe CO., of St. Louis, ex Hot Springs park. The children of
pects to go up to Harvey's resort to the school will be given the treat free
while the older folk who will go will
morrow for a week's rest.

BUSINESS

Marceline, Mo.; H.
H. Purkhiser, Raton; Mrs. Hetty Coe,
Waketa, Ark.
District Attorney Jerry Leahy, of
Colfax county who Went to the capi
tal a couple of 'days ago, to transact
business was a homeward bound pas
senger this afternoon.
Mrs. Gill and son, Howard, Mrs.
Chas. Fay and son, Richard, and Mrs.
Gus Lehmann and daughter, Meta,
composed an outing party that spent
the day at Hot Springs.
Frank Roy will Chaperon a party of
young men to the head of the Mora
river tomorrow where a couple of
weeks will be pleasantly spent by the
party fishing and rusticating.
Mesdames I. L. Clarksou and F.
Bryce, wives of well known railroad
men of San Marclal, passed through
the city yesterday morning on their
way to Kansas City, where they will

ColO.

.

...

.,..,:

.4
t
In
clerawlMtedSVAmI
youngstofflc
1L. .11- I.. Ma.'U'1tfniiln
afedtOftori.tto.

burial at the

old- home- - tn Joplln, Mo.

2

His sister, Miss Anna Ruber, who ar
rived from Jonlln Tuesday, and a
brother from Colorado Springs, who
reached the city on No. 1 today, ac
Tbe
company the remains home.'
body was escorted to the train by
three of tbe postofflce clerks and three
of the carriers, who walked beside
tbe hearse. At the station the form
er associates of the deceased placed
the body on board tbe car. Tbe de
ceased made warm friends here dur
ing the short sojourn. Much sympathy
Is felt for the family ol the popular
and industrious young man, before
the future
whom only a few days
'
ahone so brightly;

lo

Co.

THE

F M F NT
x
.aiTi
VVML-rV-

Guaranteed not
to crack, warp
or heave.
O
W
I Ten
years experience. Refer to The
and J. H. Fox. Address or call
Optic
I
on M. E. Everett, 408 Wastiugton Ave.

--

In the list of committees of the
Fraternal Union ball the name of Dr.
W. P. Mills should appear instead of
that of Dr. Purvlance.
The best of material, carefully pre
by
pared, nicely and quickly served,
attentive ana spngnuy waiters, on at
tractive tables, In cool and comrona-hlroom such is Duvall'i
dlnlneRestaurant.

Fts

Libby's Elegant Corcds

Contractor

Srir.

Undtrwood'sISupcrkr

Jobber

DtvittdCrcb

v

HISS JOSEPHINE LOPEZ,
Hair PressingShampooing

-

mates furnished.

"

I

.

Nil
JU

WU I

Grocor.
J. 00. Stearns,
Einwiinttttt:

Singeing-

DyeingBleaching
Scalp Treatment

Face

FINE

Maaswge,

Manicuring.

Modern Methods,
All Tools Sterilized
Parlors

410 Grand Avcniwi

CARRIAGES-YE-

N

Carload just received.
Handsome and reliable work
Call and See New Styles.
Bridge Street

II

II

I

Perry Onion pays cash and good
prices tor household goods. Monte
Carlo Hall. Colo. Phone No. 271. 143-t- f

SPOUTING
Iron work of all descriptions on short
notice and well done. Bells garden
Bridge btreet.
tools, hose, Ac.

Watermelons!

Watermelons!!
1

MEW

Watermelons!!!

11

w

on Railroad
avenue. Good cooktoK and, good .seesScs with iwitnefV Md reUptness
7162.

LWEDNESDIY

RYAN

& BLOOD

I U

607 SIXTH STREET.

LIVERY for comfortable rigs and reliable teams.
Standard
Vehicles For Sals.
work In buggies, surreys, road

P. CIDD10.
DAYS

.U.a

B

. Mnt

DEALERS IN .

SB,

ONE NIGHT ONLY

AGENTS Get the only authentic
"Life of Pope Leo," by his secretary
with Introduction by Cardinal Gib
bons 6 languages, magnificent 13
color lithograph 15x16 free with
book. Best terms credltulBt
free. Patrick McBrady, Star Bldg,
MSB.
Chicago.

Texas
Steer"

to Bridge street near E. Romero Hose
House. Come and see me for photos,
views, buttons; developing and finish

M

Ing for amateurs.
DYE
yr CLEAN,
men's clothing
1

1

1 1
1 1

11

' DISCOUNT.

J.

B. MARTINEZ.

Gray! ThrtsMnl Machrno,

'"
Kay, RsUs, Baia Wom.
Grain and Weol Bai, BalUn Tics. Fcncs KVa, CU
Rsndi Supsles, Ntvsfs Kaalstt, , A

and REPAIR
and ladles' fine

irlok

Sidewalks,

avenue. HENRY A SUNDT.
,
Vcgas 'Phone 10s.

cjfl--

DHIED FRUITS ATiDJVEOETADLES.
...

MPERIAL RESTAURANT is the
favorite dining place of our best
1
people those who enjoy good
I
cooking and good service. 501
Railroad avenue.
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Meat Market

The man at the box office will
cheerfully stop selling tickets to
furnish any further information.
Don't miss it or you'll be sorry.

L V.

1

Senthwttl Car. PUxa.

EW VEGETABLES. Home grown,

native

fresh from the garden. Leave orders at Sisters' Convent for Bar-

3

ney McNally.

I

.,1

(Jl.

I

J

ft-

Our Work Will Plccico You
SMOOTH

'

'

EDGES
;; on

'
'
''''''

COLLARS

and

OTJFFS

'
'

OOUPOII
DOOZO
Coed tzr
C3.00
VC7U CI
w

Laundered

by tha

sr

m

7orj:

1 1

180 LAIGII8 IN

and

.

UNE AM01ES0APS.

tvar

ARtAQE CANS are required
by law. We will make to order any slxe wanted.
Shop
corner Grand and Douglas

STAR

SAMPLE

tailor- garments. Also high-clas-s
OTJS
ing. Work guaranteed.
HOLME8. next to Ed. Henry's,
(trifled

Next to Western Union Tel. Co.

Meats.

Psed,

,

lasting, handsome, ..eooaomloal
Work of all kinds In native red
stone. Estimates furnished on
brick and stone buildings. All
work guaranteed. W. W. Wallace, 'Vegas 'Phone 286.

ROSENTHAL!

oth Kansas City

'

The Photo Tent Moved

REMOVAL

tUrn 23.

.

May, CraiH mm!

Rsilresd Avssw,

180 MINUTES

SAN MIGUEL BANK

does repairing and cleaning of men's
and ladles' clothing in the most sat
isfactory manner. Ladles' and gentle

FURNITURE CO.

1

.

Plows, Harrows, CuUivatsri,
McCermkli'i Mowers and Kssftn

man's tailor.

Presented by Troop A, First Cav
alry. Si. U. . M.

PELTS

f Native Product,

AN Kinds

LETT OF THE GREAT

:

AND

HIDES

WOOL,

VSldft

ONLY

'

m m

-

.....

I

a

Winifred Sullivan

jOOLEY'S

Both Phono,

IaCnOGEOD

PAR

Ion have been opened by
Miss

EVENINfJ

LOST Hand
satchel containing
purse and postal money order favor
James Willis, between Tllden and
Jackson on Tenth street. Return to
923 Tllden.

Among tbe travelers in town todsy
Exquisite window display of fall
were former resident engineer, Morse, dress trimmings; Rosenthal B'os
of the Santa Fe," who has been pro- dr.
moted from his La Junta position to
Urst!
porter,
WANTED Colored
work which calls him tt Chicago, and
his successor In tbe position of resi class man; apply afrLa Pension. 7109'
dent engineer, A. C. Phillips.

DRESSMAKING

VJUOIEDA&H

725 Seventh street, and ladies
ate invited to call.

20 Por Cent

,?

at thejmperial

Browne &Manzanares Co

PLUMBING
ROOFING

PATTY

-

'.

.

For Hot Wczthzr LuzzZzza

avenue, next door to
ISbop on Douglas
. u. v..p . ottllni-- J ' -Pmmnt- And O.Ar- ful attention given
to all work. Estl- - M D CI

the"-la- st

Is

Davis :& Sycks

Bridge

BUILDING

Toilet Bazar.

g

,
for ,
taeals

shipped this

Livery and Vehicles.

s

weakness Into strength,
Car For the Ball.
into mental
Into energy, brain-faOf the Fraternal Union tonight at
power. They are wonderful in buildMontezuma Casino will run every half
ing up the health. Only 25c per bos.
hour beginning at 6:20, following at Sold
by all druggists.
8:50, 7:20, 7:50, and 8:20. A car re
turns at 12 o'clock. Sapper is at 11
ear down at 2 o'clock- nd
j

11111.1.1.00

.

About as tough a crowd of men and
women as has afflicted this community
for a long time, were at the depot be
tween trains last night. They belonged to a show troop bound for El Paso.
The women were adpets in the use
of that sort of vulgarity and Billings
gate that is possible only to tbe
and Ignorant.
They
found equally low bred people In the
throng about the depot and the vulgarity and profanity that assailed the
ears of bystanders were well nigh un
believable.
Passengers sent for the
Officers with the Intention of baring

A

II Ml II COO

FINE BUGGY
AND SURREY

COOLEY'S Street

M i Clothing

X

been arranged towards thnr enter
tainment while' In our city.'.; The
and
young ladies are accomplished
agreeable.
Thcjr.wlll be a pleasant
acquisition to Las Vegas social circles
'"
during the summer. T
'.
v
v,

Contains nothing but pure vegetable oil
and choice beef suet. It is endorsed by
leading physicians and expert cooks as the
most wholesome and economical material
for all shortening and frying purposes,,
and is for sale by

of fastidious

ta3tes would do well to consult with
Chas. Blanchard on the subject of imported salad oils; he is an export on
the subject, at Herman's, fancy grocer's. Bridge street.

"The Old Reliable."

.Working Night and Day.
Misses Alice and Lillian Furth of the disturbers
place! under arrest,
The busiest and mightiest little
cou8t. Louis, Mo., are visiting their
but before the call was answered, the thing that ever was made is Dr. King's
sins, Misses Cora and .JWjlle, Stern. train pulled out.
New Lire Pills. These pills change
Numerous preparations nave already
llstlessness

-.

EPICURES

mm

White Cottokae

FOR SALE AT

-

,

mvmr..
yjwjyA

Hi-lu-

it in pilo. One limn
and one horse cuts
dual to a corn bind- dor.
I'rloe 12. Cerculars free.
New Process Mfg. Co., Lincoln, Kansas

tailoring houses in the United States a concession of 10 to 20 per cent on all orders sent in
before August 1st, and I am giving all of this
reduction to my customers. Now is the time
to order your suits and trousers.

first-clas-

H. M. McFarlandA Watrous, N M.; F.
C. Roundy, Chicago F. J. Holmes, La

ly

1IAHVESTEKS.
It cuts and throws

I have secured from two of the biggest

'k. Lewis

Trmmmurmr

KOSZ3,

an hoomm. "tvryollm? mm vsf im twm Hf,
will g
f0PMto rmolwm2otl0mm tmam $U Imtmrt paiilo UdoMoH--J

wnsra

No

u

I

Dm Tm

PAID UP CAPITAL, Q30,CZ0.C0

nreD-iref-

visit relatives.
Today's arrivals at tbe Castaneda
are: Geo. B. Parsons, St. Louis; C.
L. Garey, Detroit;, C. A. Morse, To-peaa; . u. naneu, wairons, . ra.;
mar,

'

NOTICE.

12-t-

first-clas-

THE LAS VEGAS 8AVMGS DANK

with any house in my line
on anything they offer.

Mr. Walker, from Cincinnati.
They
to the
will eo tomorrow morning
Benham's son, Harry, well remem
It you want to drink pure, clear
bered here where here was some
filter.
years since a patient of Dr. Bailey is water come to Gehrings' for a
the
soon
to
at
poin them
expected
high resort. He is now a resident of
Prices Much Reduced on Hats.
Colfax county and enjoying excellent
Dress
bats, street hats, outing hats,
health; another witness of the efficacy all
sharply cut In price to sell out for
of this wonderful climate of New Mex
the season. Ladles furnishings also
ico in healing the sick.
at lower prices.
Misses O'Brien, Bridge St
signed a lease for the Rosenthal fur
niture company's double store on Rail
If you wish to borrow money it will
road avenue which will be vacated for pay you to Investigate the plan of
new quarters in the Duncan building the Aetna Building association.
In
t
August 1st. Mr. Dilts will put In
auire of Geo. H. Hunker. Sec.
s
bowling alley
large and
The Las Vegas Light A Fuel Co.,
which is an institution that will
f
to furnish Willow
rn now
Read
doubtless be well patronized.
Creek coal at $4.50 por too Ceitvered,
xzi-era of The Optic will remember a re- or 13.90 by the cw
ference made a few days ago to Miss
Mrs. M. B. Ward Is prepared to do
Burna Dilts, a fifteen year old girl,
dressmaking at 902 Third
whose picture appeared in the Den
172-lL. V. "Phone 174.
street.
ver Post as the champion bowler of
Mexico.
New
Miss Burna is the pret
WANTED Position as
ty daughter of C. W. Dilts. She will
either In the city, country store or
have charge of the ladies' classes In ranch. Address or
apply "J. W." Op
the new alley.
tic office.

,

KtTERSSTPAa CX TKZS CSPOOTS.

MATCH PRICES

I

At the Plaza are Mrs. H. L. Benham,
her daughter, Mrs. K. J. walker and

O. L. Dickinson,

Surpiua, $CC,CC0.C3

F. D.

D. T. HOSZIXS. Oaahter

People know where they get
their money's worth every time.

pay the piper.

Recent arrivals at the Eldorado are
J. W. Baxter and wife. Mineral Hill;

-

OFFICERS!

-

ton, Kansas.

-

sat

Daps.

OF LAS VEGAS.
-

Capital PaU k, $100,000.00

DON'T MAKE

Jas

Mrs. Ida May Jones left last night
for Deming where she will visit her
brother, and where her two young sons
preceded her some days ago.
Juan Blea of Rociada; Jesus Abreu
of Tecolote and Juan ' Martinez of
Hot Sprnigs canyon are in town with
pelts for sale to local dealers,
Mrs. John Stela, wife of Superintendent Stein of the Harvey system,
arrived on No.-.- l today from an ex
tended visit with her parents In New
"
"

m Lin mmm

BRAG

PERSONAL

m

.

..

te'

cico.

Lao Vcjao STEAM LAUI7B3Y
BothPhcnca.

Frz"
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS.
Business Directory.

WANTED.

O

THE TERRITORY.
Ilrlef itahiitue of the Important
Doing in New Mex- light
'

WANTED Housekeeper,
tor
work in pleasant home. C. W. HarGeorge H. Hunker, Attorney at law.
rison, next house north Preebyter-IaOffice, Veeder block, Las Vegas, N.
'
mission.
,
ATTORN BYS.

lco Towns.

Cwa.

mm

for OniRXtancil, OplJh.
atorpklsa asd
atbsrOrsaUsisa,

plCV

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Land office at Santa Fe, N. M., July
15, 1903; homestead entry No. 5017.
Notice Is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof
in support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the U. S.
court commissioner at Las Vegas, N.
M., on September 1, 1903, viz. Simon
Garcia y Salaz, for the NE of Sec
tion 1. T. 14, R. 23 E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence and
cultivation of said land, viz.;
Naaarlo Martinez, of Trementlna, N.'
M.; Vidal Trujillo, of Trementlna, N.
M.; Isabel Enslnas, of Trementlna, N.
M.; Tlmoteo Martinez, of Trementlna,
N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
'91
Register.

Hm Tobacco HiMi
aadNauratllitaia.
TKE KEELEY

tMtttJW

Owlsht, lib

n

WANTED Two or . threa boarders.
P. Monty, AttornsAt-LaMrs. Kate
United
States atgood for beaUhaeekers.
torney, office In Olney building, East
Boll, Mineral Hill, N. M.
Laa Vegas, N. lltr-'v.,,;vY,.
WANTED To sell, Are or six head of
5
frank terlnger, Attornty-At-Lacattle. One extra milk cow, giving
Office in Crockett building, Baat Laa
leyn quart per day, seven year
.
N.
yegaa,
old. Mrs. Kate Bell, Mineral Hill,
Offlea
C V. Lang, Attorney-At-LsN. H. 'H::i": j I
in Wyman block, East Laa Vegas,
N.M.
POR RENT.

00 rgt

and

.

Jt

A. A. Jones, Attomty-At-Laflea la Crockett building,
Vegas, N. M.

Of-

Large, pleasant V aoath
fronting on .Park; privilege of bath, parlor and piano; also
saddle horse or horue and buggy,
'
V,
518 Columbia, Are.

FOR RENT

Baat Laa

bed-roo-

Marshall McCord, on an indictment reRANGES, ETC. turned by the United States grand
Jury at Prescott. Cullom was allowed his freedom, however, on his own
It looks now, according to the Quay recognizance and this morning ' left
marshal to ansCounty Democrat as though Quay for Prescott with the
wer the charge. Cullom Is clerk is
county would have no term of court
for two years. Why the thusness of the supreme court of Arizona, haying
some months ago resigned the deputy
'
"
thUT
of Internal revenue at
collectorshlp
f
Territorial Treasurer J. H. Vaughn Santa Fe, New Mexico. It Is said the
received
yesterday"- - from - Romaldo trouble arose over the collection of internal revenues, which were later re
and
Roy bat, tax collector
treasurer, of Mora county, taxes for funded, when it was alleged that they

MINES, FARMS,

iv'V;

DENTISTS. ,
o
,
'
The death of H, Maynard Sowers
Or. & L. Hammond, Dentist
r
to Dr. Decker, rooms suite No. POR RENT Desirable business room of Silver City, has cast a, gloom over
a arge circle ot friends of the deceas7, Crockett block.. Office hours
ta
U and 1: to ;00. L. V. Thone M. next to Rosenthal Broe oh Lincoln ed, who was an exceedingly popular
ave. W. M. Lewis, Undertaker.
Colo. 115. .
,
young man and a prominent citizen
FOR RENT Three room furnished of the town.
HOTELS.
cottage'- Inquire at Mre, Hume's.
.!!..
:
The Presbyterian congregation
of
Central Hotel, Popular Ratss, Clean
bad a picnic the other
beds. Douglaa avenue.
.
Furnished rooms for light housekeep Farmlngton
day, the success of which is attribing, with bath, 1022 Fourth St.
HARNESS.
uted by one of the local papers in
-- J. C. Jones, The Harnett
equal proportions to the Lord and a
Maker,
FOR KKNT Nicely furnished room,
Bridge atreet.
gentleman by the name of Allen..
with privilege of light housekeeping,
PRINTING.
at 918 8th St. ,
P. F. McCanna, secretary of the
territorial fair hag returned from
The Optle Job Rooma, Fine Com- Two rooms for
light housekeeping,
mercial priming.
Washington, where he completed ar$8; 1008,;8lxth street
rangements with the Southern Carni
RESTAURANTS.
FOR RENT Furnished
rooms for val company to perform in Albuquer
light housekeeping. 808 Fifth Btreet que during the annual fall festival.!:
Duval's Rsstsursnt 8hort Order
198-lt
Regular meals. Center atreet.
In a communication
to Science
FOR RENT Four partly furnished
which sounds as though it were writTAILORS.
houses; apply to the Club House or ten by a twelve year old school boy,
R. H. Colke, Hot Springs. ' 181-tJ. B. Allen, The Douglaa Avenue
President, W. O. Tight of the university
tailor.
vi
FOR RENT Two furnished
rooms at Albuquerque protests that there is
Mra
lor Ilchtftr- nouankaAnlriff
no politics in the Institution down
-i
II
SOCIETIES.
iu u.
nairuun, uuruur rum ana there, The professor has evidently
147-t- f
NO.
7Z3.
,
,
Ave.,
nauonaj
several things to learn about the InstiEldorado Lodge No. 1, K. Of
FOR RENT Two nicely furnished tution of which he "has the honor
P,
atooany at s p. m.; at
wun
aitcnen privileges in adf
their Caatle ball, third floor Clementa
dition, inquire at 810 Douglas ave- to be president.'1
block, corner Sixth atreet and Grand
nue...
8tf
avenue.
j. j. JUDKINl, Q 0.
Betted by a Bronco: Ous Thomp
K. C RANKIN, K of
8.
rtOK RENT Orass pasture on Mesa son, one of the
SAUL ROSENTHAL, M.
cowboys on the Bell
a
F.
raucu, two mita east oi city, can ranch
In Quay county while attempttake care of cattle, mulea anJ horn.
I. 0. O. P- - Laa Vmii I
u. a ea. Inquire 716 Grand avenue. 66-t-f ing to subdue a fractious bronco got
Mond3r
at
their FOR HIRE, Cheap Team and rig his arm broken In three placet, He
nlng
f?!7
r mmtt, areieordiaiiir
buw sirwu aii visiting breth-ramanaged to get a halter around the
for campers.
Vegas 'phone 326.
bronco's neck and was unwise enough
. U V...L. vt n .: invito.. .
to get, the other end around his own
Bee.: w.
' M'
T.00.
CHtei,
:
.Rant.
Treat.: 8. Ri - naarth ,
arm. The little beast then showed
.ih,i. iiC2
j Tniitee.
Nice office room, 7.O0.
his gymnastic ability and set a pace
housed Railroad av& $70.
quite tod rapid for the cowboy,
And Third
....
7.151.- The petition of the board of regents
aittb tret lodge room. Vlftttlox 8 room adobe, Ninth street, 7.
4 room house on Railroad avonuo, 9 of the college ot agriculture and mef- MALONBY, Bialted Ruler, Storage room for household
goods chanic arts at Musilia Park for a
BLAtlVBLT, Bee.
1
mandamus upon Territorial Treasur'
er .J. If. Vaughn to compel the latter
Reb.kah Lodge. I. 0. 0. P, Meeta
co to .transfer, ;tbo sum of $25,000 from
no rourin Tnurtday evenings
j Of
..
..
G25 Douglas Avonue.
1
. aah mnnlh
u,v I rv rv, a, territorial bond; sinking funds to the
' .atra.
naran Roberta, N. O.; Ura.t Mil,
Bar.
fund for the maintenance of the col
J- - Werta,
' o
L
FOR
SALE.
if"'
. ooiriey,
lege, ia still under advisement by Asi
jbi.
jreai.
sociate
Justice John R. McFle. A deroom
Five
house, bath, hot and cold
..
Laa Vanmrn Biuul A ui. u...
is likely to be made
cision,
howevor,
fine
location
on
water;
Tilden
I. Regular conTocationa flrat Monday
la each month. Visiting companion! , atreet, $1,700; only 500 cash, bal- by. Judge McFle within two or three
.
tUi.,f Vj.H ,(4
'
wviieu. m. h. wiuiamt, b
ance on small monthly payments. days. ; ''t
H. P.; C. H. 8porleder, Sec.
9
f'tU
m.ihiHi
I.'
Tucumcari ha a Waldorf Astoria
Small Ave room house and bath, large
hotel. It recently
changed hands,
lot, furnished complete foe $62S Mrs.
Regular conclave aecond Tuesday
Ellen Taylor assuming the man"
t
""'- muuio, , viimng knighta
agement
vuiutauy weicomea. joun 8. Cla'k. B, Splendid home
'
just out Bide the city
Struck a "Live" Wire: Benito Baca,
C; Chat. Tamme, Rec.
limits. No city tax to pay, $2,650.
clerk tor the Cross, Richards company
att Tucumcari, turning a corner sudKegular Communlca-loItMlEilHAAna
drove Into a wire protruding
aeaond and fourth Thuraday even-- ,
denly,
Invaalmant Co.
Inge of each month. All vlalUng broth- from a telegraph pole. The wire pick,
425 Doutfltt Avenue.
mn mnn eiaiera are cordially in Tiled.
ed up Benito as though he had boen
Mra. Julia Webb, worthy matron;
FOR SALE Horse, Duggy and a
.
w,
.
eat
Bam
Broorna.
W
d
piece of cloth and after sending him
n
MUflW
sec.; Mra. M Mil,
A. Howell. harness; cheap if taken at once; ad spinning around a few times deposited
, Benedict,
dresa BIS Optic office.
.
xreaa.; ?
him with considerable force on the
FOR SALE Seven two year old hard ground. The young man wasnt
barn to bo hanged, but he Is willing to
MISCELLANEOUS.
registered Hertford bulls acclimated,
vaccinated and In line condition. Ash admit that he had a closer call than
. WHY not have a new.
call
he relished.
N. M. 169 tf
ling card at well aa a atyllah dretaT ley Pond, Jr., Watrous,
X
-..
Order a ahaded old Bngllab. card at
7New Mexico
Comparison, Invited:
TDQ QPtlC.
has been, a, territory of the United
States for over fifty years and during
this half of century no serious elecTK2
;m
M
t tion or
naturalisation frauds have
ACT.COKAOOIOUSS
been charged against Its people except
some fraudulent voting and padding ot
Kooai
, :..::
voting lists and that only In a few elecM. AND m
tions. Even In these cases the fraudKCTT EXCELLENT SEJTV1CE
ulent practices charged to have existf
ed, were mole hills to mountains when
IN
compared with the election frauds In
IS JTOUND AT
H.Q
NewYork City. Montana, In Colorado
arid elsewhere.
New Mexican. .
;
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Arrested In Arltona: Shelby M.
a nephew of the Illinois senator,
has been arrested by United Statea
Cul-kir-

IMPROVED METHODS
are adopted by us as toon aa their
value U flrmty established.
In performance of our dutlea as
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS
all modern aids approved by aclence
or good taste are In use, and we have
no hesitation In claiming that we can
give the best service at the most reasonable cost.
,

,

ir

YOO

-

CENTEX

AM TO

STESET.

MEET ANY

for the year

1903:

For territorial

EVER SINCE

1853

Tltt

T7 rC

DEPOT

UAPO00D8
,

ST0MVCH BITTERS.

'

'

"

Appearance Bond, Dis't Court ,:'
Garnishee, Sheriff's Office
Bond, General
Road PetlUon
.
Bond of deputy.
..

Summons
Writ of Attachment, Original
Writ of Attachment, Duplicate
Affidavit in Attachment,
Original
Affidavit in Attachment, Duplicate,
Garnishee Summons, Original
Garnishee Summons, Duplicate ,
Bond in Attachment

CITY.

Bond in Replevin
stores, beautiful residences
and incandescent electric light plant,
Writ of Replevin
telephone exchanges, headquarters of
Appearance Bond
tne Atchison railway system, xew
Mexico division, together with rail
Peace Bond
road machine shops and
Criminal Warrant
stocK
sheenwonts,
yards and Urge
shearing and dipping plants.
Criminal Complaint
West of the river, the old. town has
Mittimus
the quaint and picturesque Mexican
appearance adobe houses, narrow,
Appeal Bond
crooned streets, native people and
Notice of Attachment
customs, handicrafts and occupations;
out tne piaza and all of the new town.
Criminal Comp't for Search Wai
east of the river, constitute a distincNotice for Publication
tive American city. The streets are
'
wide and well graded, while sidewalks
Venire
abound, shaded with growing trees.
of
Notice
Garnlshm't on Exec
Three parks, filled with grass and
trees, add to the beauty and healthful-nes- s
,
Forthcoming Bond
ot the place. Handsome
and
Bond
Indemnifying
and innumerable lawns, set in grass
and adorned with shrubbery and
flowers, combine to proclaim a cultured communis, possessed of all t modern comforts and conveniences.
Warranty Deed
Las Vegaa is the natural sanatorium ot the United States, combining
Warranty Deed, Special
more natural advantages than any
Warranty Deed, Corporation
other place In America.' Her thermal
Quit-claiwaters are the equal of the Hot
Deed
Springs ot Arkansas, while her climate
Deed
Mortgage
is infinitely superior. There is no
Deed in Relinquishment
malaria, no excessive heat or cold, no
gnats, rats or mosquitoes. The sir Is
Mining Deed
pure, dry, rarifled, and highly electri-neo a certain cure for consumption,
Assignment of Mortgage
if the disease be taken in time. The
Satisfaction of Mortgage
hot waters are a specific for liver,
Chattel Mortgage
skin, rheumatic and blood disorders.
Her Montezuma hotel Is the finest hosChattel Mortgage, with Note
telry between Chicago and California,
'
Power of Attorney
and is situated in a beautlfu) canyon,
.
'
Are miles from town, where the hot
BUI of Sale
springs, forty, la number, corns boil
Bill of Sale, bound stock w
Besides this,
ing to tho surface.
St Anthony's Sanltariam, conducted
Lease, long and short form'
by the Sisters ot Charity, and the
Lease; M'ch'dise and Per. Pr'ty
Plara Sanitarium, conducted by Dr.
'' '
w
n Curtiss Bailey. M. D.
Trust Deed '
w Vegas Is the distributing point
Title Bond to Mining Property
to. aearly all New Mexico By the
Atcnison system, she haa connection
Contract of Forfeiture
with Kansas on the east, Colorado on
Bond of Butcher
the north, Arizona and California on
the West and Texas and Old Mexico
Protest
on the south. Besides these, she haa
Notice
of Protest
more stage lines, connecting her with
Warranty Deed, Spanish
tributary territory, than haa any other
town in New Mexico. This territory
Carta de Venta
includes the entire section east and
of Location
Transfer
south of the mountains,
and comprises the counties of Colfax, Mora.
.Acknowledgement for Power of AtTaos, San Miguel, Santa Fe, Socorro,
" "
Dona Ana, Grant, Chaves, Lincoln, ant torney
Eddy .with parts of Valencia and BerMarriage Certificate
nalillo
country larger than all New
of Sale (under law Feb., '95)
Bill
England. This takes In the famous
Proof of Labor
valley ot the Rio Grande, and the less
famous, but not less excellent valley
Acknowledgment
of the Pecos the finest fruit sections
'
ot the westj
Corporation
Acknowledgment,
(
There are eight large wholesale
Authority to Gather Live Stock'
houses, whose trade extends throughout the Territory, and into the ad- - 'Option, Real Estate
Joining aectlons; while the volume of . Official Bond
this trade, and Us value ot the stocks
Affld't Renewal Chattel Mortgage
which they carry, cannot he duplicat'
Affidavit ir
ed weat of Kansas City, and south of '
Denver. Three t merchants' brokers
Notice '
Mineral

pur-

0

1--

2

2

2

0

6--

Bond for Deed
Application for Licenses
Report of Survey
Agreement Special Lease
Affidavit and Bond in Attachment,
Original
Affladivit and Writ in Attachment
Duplicate.
Citation
Constable's Sale
Notice' of Sale
,

Criminal

,

General Blanks.
'

,

,

,

.

Non-Miner-

'

'

Township Plat
Appointment of Teacher

,

V"''.
,

Teachers' Monthly Report
School Directors
Chattel Mortgages Renewal
Bills of Sale Books
Escritura Garantizada
Escritura Sarantlyada
Declaration of Assumpsit..

Sheep Contracts Partldo
Sheep Contracts Sale
Commitments
to Justice Peace
Court ,,
,, .
Timber Culture Affidavits
Witnesses to Pay Roll
Orders to Pay Witness Fees

m

,

Township Plats, large
Litho. Mining Stock Certifiers
Acts, Protection to Minors

Assay Office Certificates
Sheriff's Sale

location

'

:'

Oath,

'

,

Claim

Sheep Contracts
Certificate of Brand

Sheriff's Day Book
Receipt Books,
Satisfaction of Mortgage
Chattel Mortgages with note form
Location Certificate Lode1 Claims
Furnished Room Cards
'
For Sale Cards

:

-

,
Notes, per 100 ,,
Wild Animal Bounty

Freight Conductor's Book Covers
Cattle Account Book
Road Supervisor's Book

, .

"

Warrants

i

Doming Booming: The boom which
Deming was scheduled to have about
eighteen months ago, but which dropped out of existence temporarily, has
beeu revived by the certainty" of the
magnificent sanitarium project in its
location In the city. Renewed business
activity is in evidence In all lines, particularly In the handling of money.
This was exemplified today in the announcement that a stable, financial in
stitution, to be known as the Demlng
national bank had been organized
yesterday and would be ready for bus
iuess about September 1st This bank
was organized through
the instru
mentality of J. J, Bennett, a druggist
and capitalist of El Paso, and P. R.
of
Smith, representing the people
Demlng. t It is to have a capitalisation
ot about $50,000. Tho exact figure
has not yet been decided, but today
an application was sent to the comptroller of the U. S. treasury asking
for a charter for the bank. This stat- hsvs selected the
city as their dised thai the capitalisation would bo In tributing center, the amount of their
excess of $25,000
yearly sales exceeding, In the aggregate, the combined sales ot all other
such brokers In New Mexico., The
. .....
ALASKA BOUNDARY.
retail merchants, of Las Vegas, are
It Is clear from the correspondence more numerous, and carry larger and
that Russia insisted upon a bounJary better stocks Of goods than do the
merchants ot say other town In
that cot England off from th coast
or Arizona.. ,
and that England, after several coun this Territory
Las
has
two dally and six
Vegaa
ter propositions In harmony with
weekly papers, three banks, three
Canada's later claims had been re building sad loan associations, six ho
fused, accepted the boundary aa mark tels, many boarding houses, nine
a number of clubs,
i
ed out by Russia. The correspondence ehurches,
alone disposes of the Canadian claim. and all ef the leading ctvle and
social societies; a roller flour mill.
Tho maps cover a period of seventy
psr day;
capacity. - afty - barrels
years. The first Is the Russian Impe- live
establishments.
rial map of 1827, published at St. Pe cleaning 8,000.000 pounds of wool anbrewery and
tersburg. The boundary Is the same nually; a
bottling establishment; a manufactory
every particular aa that given In of
mineral and carbonated waters:
the United States official ' map . of three wagon and
carriage factories ; sad
1667. The same bounJary is given In die and harness factory: a foundry,
the British official map ot 1833, the electric light plant three planing
Canadian official map of 1831, the mills, and other enterprises of less im
Canadian official map of 1857, and the portance.
A city halt, four public school build
French map of J1844. Chicago Inter
Masonic temple, opings, court-housooaan.
era house, Territorial Normal school
and Territorial insane asylum and pubThe Cuban republic is now In its lic buildings, constructed ot red and
white sandstone, unsurpassed In beau
second year, and si III the price of Ha
ty by similar edifices ia any town, of
vana cigars In Boston has not been equal size, In the states.
reduced.
The latitude la about the same as
.

i

Guardian's Bond and Oath
Administrator's Bond and Oath
Letters of Guardianship
Letters of Administration
Warrant to Appraisers
Summons, Probate Court
Justice's Docket,
inch 100 p.
Justice's Docket, 8
inch 200 p.
Record for Notary Public
A True Bill
Springer Law (Pro. to Minors)

Execution
Order to Garnishee to Pay
Garnishee Receipt
Affidavit in Replevin

.

Quit Claim Mining Locations
Title Bond Mining Property
Notice of Mining Locations
Proof Unsecured Debt
No. 1 Homestead Final Proof

Homestead , Applications
Homestead Affidavits ',
Road Petitions

.

Teachers' Certificate
of Deputy
, Appointment

Declaratory Statements

.,,

, .

.

'

k,

'"

re-ta- ll

Write for Complete Price List
ADDRESS

"THE OPTIC OFFICE,"

g

d

CATtCTtZD

H0STE ITER'S

MEADOW

' '

well-fille- d

9

tuwu

Subpoena

Outsldo World.

Hostettor'a Stomach Bitters haa been
before the public.
continuously
It
TAKE THEM TO
,
has therefore enjoyed the confidence
DOVAUS.,.
of the people tor half a century, a
"
rot a
record unequalled by any other stom0000 DINNER, r ,
ach remedy. Then aurely It la wor
The W. M. LEWIS COMPANY.
UNDERTAKEIS.
C00IS SLOCa thy of a fair trial by everyone suffer
wdEhiEdljittaAaaMSMPWMMrf
ing from Lose of Appetite, Nausea,
America may be the "land of the
There are more fugitives from in- Heartburn, Dyspepsia, Indigestion,
Constipation or Liver and Kidney foliar," but the cry of distress an
than there are from justice.
justice
or
I
m
an
4
atanMa
mlary
Mar bwmI
troubles.
It positively cures.
miunmJ
rtatioa o
One wnere in the world always loooens its
4 m pmmm MkiM
thm In ll kin rltm M
.
bottle
will
convince you of Its merit grasp on the dollar.
Those
who
most
Henry:
complain
.
i iih aMirMMIM, A4'artMi
fW
HA
t
iiMI.Himilia'
4,
are most to be complained of.
; Debts of gratitude are usually
for about ten cents on the
The world soon forgets a man who
caucAuu,
dollar.
wins his laurels and then quits.
,. .i
fKENDS AT

Justice of the Peace Blanks.

Las Vogaa,meamng The Meadows,"
a the county seat pt San Miguel coun-.y- ,
Ilea o both aides of the Oaillnas
Iver, and. with its suburbs, has about
10,000 inhabitants.
It haa excellent water works, arc

poses 6 mills on the dollar, for terri
torial institutions 4 and
mills, fat
bt a mill,
charitable Institutions 0
for Louslana purchase exposition
of a mill, for. interest and certificates
of Indebtedness 1 mill, for capltol
building bond sinking fund 1 apd
of a mill, for catle sanitary board
mills on cattle only, for sheep
and
board S mills on sheep only.
sanitary
'
For territorial (purposes' I 'exclusive J ot
general fund 4 mills, for, court fund
mills, for interest on the outstanding county bonds 3 mills, for in
dex fund 1 mill. Th tax for county
mills.
purposes therefore is 10 and
For terirtortal purposes, exclusive of
levies for cattle naultarf board 'and
sheep sanitary board, the levy Is 15
and
of a mill, making a total of
of a cent per $100 of as
$2.62 a
sessed valuation.

t

Las Vegas Publishing Ca

ems Things About Lbs Vegas Not
Generally Known to the
f5

Last
Mountain.1 Reserve:
Tuesday there arlved in Silver City
Messrs. Theodore F. Reaon, James
Fugute and L. Pratt, all members of
the United States geological survey,
and the next day the party left for the
Burro mountains to make an official
examination for the proposed reserve.
Upon their report will depend the action of the Interior department at
Washington. It will require a week or
more to complete the examination. As
created, the new reserve will consist
of twelve miles, square, comprising
four townships eighteen and nlneieen
south in ranges sixteen and seventeen
west taking in that part of the country commonly known as tho Big Burros. , The reserve will be attached to
tho Gila river forest reserve for purposes of management and control. o
Tax Levy for Sierra County; The
county commissioners of Sierra county have made the following tax levy
Burro

i

;

.

THE

,

;

too-ceaeo-

FOR SALE BY THE

,

had been wrongfully imposed.

1902, $393.97.

Document Blanks

d

that ot central Tennessee, While the al
titude Is nearly 4,500 feet This combination gives a peculiar, but most
happy, result. In tho winter, during
the day, the thermometer seldom falls.
in the shsde, below forty degrees,
while it often runs ta the sunshine, to
sixty-fivdegress or even more. On
the other hand, la the summer, the
heat Is never oppressive, In the shade,
and no night Is too warn for cess- -

fortable sleep, under one or two
blankets. . The sun will shine sine
days out of every ten, the year round.
This, with the extreme dryness ot ths
air,, caused by ths very slight precipitation of moisture; the resinous aroma, rolling down from ths piae-cla- d
mountains; the large amount of
In the air, and ths consequent
ozone resulting from the altitude; and
the location of the town, land locked
by mountain and mesa these all conspire to produce an atmosphore which
is a balm to all diseases of the respiratory organs. The percentage of
death from consumption Is lower In
New Mexico than It Is anywhere else
in the United States; and no other
place In New Mexico excels Las Vegas
in ths salubrity of IU cllmato. Asthmatics experience immediate and permanent relief, In this attitude
In the way of health and pleasure
resorts. Las Vegaa" is unrivaled. In a
radius of twenty miles, In romantic
mountain glens and beside babbling
mountain brooks, are the Las Vegas
hot springs, Harvey's, El Porvenir,
sloc-triclt- y

Blake's, Sparks' Sapsllo, Roclada,
and other places, too numerous tf
mention, where health can be recow
ered, and life becomes a plsasure to
the ennoye, the invalid, the , over
worked business man.
This Territory Is rich in everything
Iron, copper, coal, lead, silver, gold,
"

that constitutes the wealth ot nations,
mica, limestone, sandstone, marblsa.
gypsum,saitsoda in endless variety and
exhsustless quantities, are among tho
several producta of the country which
Las Vsgas commands. Sheep, cattle,
and lumber abound, so that In each
ot these prime articles ot commerce
this city Is the best market la New
Mexico.' She handles more wool than
all the other towns In the Territory
combined, while her commerce In hides
is truly enormous. In the same way,
the stands preeminent for her trade
in grains, hay, vegetables, and other
farm products; while her trade In ice,
mthered In the
inmmtain
canyons, extends east Into Kansas
west into Arizona, and south Into Old
neia-hborli-

Mexico.
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
way: Albert H. Zummech.
"I would eough nearly aTJ night
of the) WteOr,
Willis
Department
8etaMttauer,
Uage,
long, writes Mrs. Cbas. Applgale,f
Itud Office at Santa Fe.. H K,
ward W. Koeler, Milwaukee; Wljliam
:
ot Alexandria, Ind., "and CJuld hardly
UTie-itrlGlSQfiflLrifJune 16, 1908.
,
G. PritslafJ , Jabn Hahhegger, Charles
sleep. I had consumption so
get
any
Wtlce
Is
Water-towhereby 'given,, that the
Fetsst, Simon Moliahn,
V
M.I I I
bad that if I walked a block I would
settler has filed notice
following-nameInsurance
Life
Mutual
The
in
ot
Insurance
Make
the
guarantees
A.
Herten8teiner,
Wii.;4P.
Hew Tor nock quotations frightfully and spit blood, but,
cough
to make final proof
followthtolkln
intention
his
The
calculation.
ail
of
valuable
New
iunibeyond
ot
York,
Company
were received br Levy
Theodore Burger, Sheboygan, Wis.;
when all other medicines tailed, three
HAa.m or xraaei. ruuma mm
in support of bis claim, and that said
J.
Thouaanda:
of
one
la
Instance
only
ing
Phone
auO.
Las
Vegas
Pbone
Franz Brunke, Edward Ratke, May5f BtocMOolo.
$1 bottles of Dr. King's New Discovery
v
own private wire
proof will be made before the United
nai over theirand
vUle, Wis.; John A. Stau.it, Theodore
Colorado
The lat Archibald N. Waterhoiise. of Philadelphia, who died sudYork, Cblcaffo
wholly cured me and I gained 58
States Commissioner at Las Vegas,
held policies amounting to gW.OM In the Mutual
last
Dt Ot
denly
G.
Friday,
W.j
Kuehne, Manltowac, Wis.;
ew Yoric
It's absolutely guaranteed
pounds."
Life Insurance Company of New Vork. The forms of Insurance undor
N.
and Chicago member
M., on July 27, 1903, vis: ;
sotj
Wm.
widow
his
selected
will
that
wblch these policies wera Issued, were so
"
Trelchel, Beaver Dam, Wis.; Julius
to cure Coughs, Colds, La Grippe,
tiQ Chicago Board of Trade, and
FERMIN SALAZAR. .
receive at once itl0.0ii0 In eUnd an annual Incouw of fcUMO for tweu-t- v
. Otl ft vo.. uanaers uu divo.
she
will
r
receive
end
of
She
Is
the
that period
Heiek. Madison. Wis.: C. Zelle.
yours, and If she llvlu at
Drlnca
Bronchitis and all Throat and Lung
ot Trementina, N. M., for the NW
Close
these
under
amount
received
In
a
policies
tiw.lii
total
cash,
making
,
Description
amounted to
Price 50c and $1. Trial
Troubles.
f I4U.0M on which tli premiums twill by Mr. Waterbouso
of SB
boygan, Wis.; Q. G. Lehman, Waterand 8
SW
SE
SB
..
Amalgamated Copper
lASTaomro.
ouly Kr.ixiO. (From The Philadelphia Keoord, Nov. 13. IWiS.)
...113
charge
at all Druggists.
free
bottles
town,
John
Keyes
(in
Wis.;
American sugar.....
Sec. 25. T. 15N., R. 23 E. . .
64
...
m.
Mo.
1:10
1:U
arrive
Pass,
a.
Dsp
p.
Com
p.
t
Atchison
... 67
of commissary.) Milwaukee; Andrew
In writing state what you would like to receive in cash at the
He names the following witnesses
"
No. t rata, arrlrs 1:6$ a. m. Dep. S:06 a- Bi.
pfd.
... 82
B. ft O
Mich.
of limited payment period, amount you would like your beneRiver,
43
Rapid
Erickson,
end
to prove his continuous residence upon
...
win setnim
...........
tjt"i
jj
30
...
Alton Com....
Mo. I Pas, arrive 11:45 p.m. Up 1:18 p. m. and cultivation of said land, viz:
Arriving at Tres Piedras on the
Chicago
ficiary to' receive.'
... 424
o. p.
No 1 Pass, srrtvs 4:30 p. m. "
1:J5 p.m.
... 10 morning of the 13th, they were met
..
Jose Abran Salatar of Trementina,
Oolo. Bou
... 50
Successor to A. O. SCHMIDT
" " first pfd .......
ta
out
them
took
the
which
teams
N. M.; Mlleclo Sanches ot Las Vegas,
by
"
S and i carry Pullmaa car only. tnd pld
No.
is
Manufacturer of ;
0. O. W
War Eagle camp, where they were re
.. 33
Ma I Is the local train east bound; also car N ,M.; Fellberto Sanches of Tremen
O
0.
...
.
COMPANY
Pullman sleeper for Denver, Kansas City tina, N. M.; Sesario Sanchez ot TreINSVRAlfCE
and
the
ries
Or
trout
with
Lira
mountain
Brie
... 67 galed
and Chicago; also tourists car. This train mentina, N. M
t pfd
..1034 best that New Mexico produces. They
LAN
... 97
arrive La Junta 10:fO p. m. Connection for
Oldest
Larglst
Mo. Pac.
and Dealer in all kinds ot
MANUEL, R. OTERO.
... s remained there three days, spending
in tn
Colorado Bprlngs and Denver
lit
Pueblo,
Horfolk
A. MoCVRDY. PfMliMt
RICHARD
World
- Register.
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WHAT INFLUENCED THE LOCATION OF FOUR MILES AND
A HALF OF ROAD.
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everv day if it wasn't
made
far tha lack nf annlicants for the
job.
Ro need to go without it now you
don't need to turn a crank in ordei to
get good home-maTh. TTTth CENTURY FREEZER
while it stands to
freezes
or
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the pail - without
repacking.
out in the ice and salt and
mixture and leave it alone.
When the cream is frozen as hard
aS tt IS Oesireo, U IB icmuvcu chuj m
cleanly, all ready to serve in slices.
The whole secret lies tn the waytne
XXthCEHTURY FREEZER is con
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at our reduced sale prices.
same win nold good with all
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of hoar .nil cold trCCDS all
the cold tin and all the heat
out.
rtnltt thru, narfa In all the
nail and the cylinder that holds
the mixture, and cover.
and far
.
Easy to use, easy to clean
more satisfactory than any other freezer
on the market, no matter how much
it costs.
Four sizes making from three pinto
to four quarts.
The pricei are low enough to suit
almost any depth of pocket-boo- k
$1.50, $1.75, 12, 13.
f

THE PLAZA.

pairs Black Cat Hose for. . . .'
.25 Cents
pairs Ladies' Black Cat Hose for . . . . ; ...... 35 Cents
Don't Forfet Us When At Ths Depot.
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Why Sweat ?
Cool Clothes are Cheap Now
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This filter is designed to screw on a faucet over a sink. Anyone can
atucn it in a tew minuiei. ine large laucet takes the place ol the original
om In draw" unfiliered walr . th .mill nn.
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tuppiy oi ine mcsi micrea water to ne nao anywhere.
Ideal hlters are the only ones which are absolutely self scouring;.
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We will give from now until
the First Day of AUGUST

Filter No. 3.
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FOpl.00

Stone Core.
Germ Proof
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$4-0- 0

Self Scouring.
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24,
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Harry
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Tickets on aale t Mrs. C. Warlnss
for A Texas 8teer tomorrow morning.

aide were D. T. Moaklns, C. C. Olse,
W. Kelly, J. H. Stearns, B. J.
Murpbey.
The first meeting had been held
April 18. Tbe matter was fully discussed, acordlog to the minutes, but
no part of the survey was approved.
A second meeting also resulted In
nothing definite. A third meeting
was held May 22. At this meeting
Messrs. Veeder, Stearns, Glee, Romero,
Kiblberg, Kelly and Hoskins . were
present. A resolution introduced by
Mr. Glse was passed without dissent
ing vote, it approved tbe location of
the four miles and a half of road now
building which was later approved by
Mr. Bursum and it also recommended
the acceptance of the survey by
Stephen Powers to the Hot Springs
stable. This part of the resolution
has, however, not been acted upon.
Mr. Romero generously offered to contribute hla Interest in tbe road farther
up the valley with which the route
around the bead of the canyon will
Join, to the commission.
Tbe Optic representative talked to
several members of the commission
regarding the subject. They said that
the Intentions of tbe Agua Pura com
pany, the interests of the land grant,
private interest nor anything else had
the slightest influence on them In
tbe matter of recommending the adop
tion of the survey. , They were asked
to approve the most feasible line for
Scenic Route at a grade not to exceed
five per cent. This they had done,
the work had begun and that four
mllog and a half of road would be
built. Competent surveyors had been
consulted, the county commissioners
bad approved and Mr. Bursum bad
absolutely flxej the location ot that
much of the route. All tbe rest of the
route within the borders of San Miguel
county was still an open question.
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and Summer Suit!.

antee that they are maie by the moat
renowned olothlara Theae garmenta
are all hand tattered, bearing dlatlno-tlo- n,
eleganoe and artlaUo work.
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Our JULY CLEARING SALE is
still on and reductions In all departments are still in order.
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Ladies

Skirts

PALACE

is the II EST.

Usually
the range does not live up
to their talk and tbey
change ranges When we
opened business we searched for tbe beat rnnjro in
the world, regardless of
cost. We decldod on the

are selling rapidly and lots will soon be
broken.
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SANTA FE,
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PAPEN'S,
BAST END OT BIUOCC.

50e

35c, OOc, 75c, $1.35, $1.50
go at 25c, 50c, OOc, $1.00, $1.25

Daby HUbon, all kinds, 5 yda for Bo
IOe
Special Taffeta, Ko. 16, Special Taffeta, Ko. CO,

- -

Tbe above prices must impress tbe most skeptical
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Our Ribbons are considered better and cheaper than anv in
the market.
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For this week only
'
Ladles'iDressing Sacqnes,
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"Great Majestic Range."

LUDWIG WM. ILFELD,
Ginibal Agist.

.....now
.....now

Shirtwaists,
Petticoats and

show you a different range
every year, each of course

by dealers
only never rjy

.SO

5.00
3.75

PEOPLE'S
STORE
REICH
COMPANY.

Some Dealers

bandied

now
now
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made, we know what
we arc talking about
and ran hack it up.

6.50

.?;..now

603 SIXTH STREET.

M, GREENBERGER,

than any ot her rBiifte

......now $8.00
......now 7.00
..iv.now 7.00

mil n marruoA

TDE BOSTON CLOTDIM nOUSE

"PERFECTION"

v

lot No. 3604,
Suits, were 110.00..
lot No. 3641,
Suits, were $850,
,
lot No. 3660,
Suits were 1850.. .... . A,. .
lot No. 3658,
T?
Suits, were $7.50,. . .
lot No. 3550,
Suits, were $750,
lot No. 2156,
Linen Suits, were $6.00
lot No. 2147,
Crash Suits, were $5.00
lot No. 2212,
Crash Suits, were $4.00 : .v. .
lot No. 2151,
Crash Suits, were $350
lot No. 3550' Coats and Vests only, were $750. ....
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The Economist's Friends.

look for our targe Cilia

Why? There la none
better, and we still
handle It. When we
toll our friends that
tbe Majestic Kangc
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A Great Reduction Sale on all

motto

'Good Goods for Little Money."
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